COLLECTIONS
2015/2016

EN

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
WASHLET technologies
	Warm water nozzle
An individually adjustable
wand system with
self-cleaning function
	Heated seat
Individually adjustable
temperature
	Deodoriser
Filter system to absorb odours
	Dryer
Warm jet of air
	PreMist
Mist of water sprayed
onto the ceramic before the
toilet is used. Makes it more
difficult for dirt and waste
to accumulate

Toilet technologies
Tornado Flush
Highly effective twoor three-jet flush
	Rimless design
Ceramic toilet bowl
without hard-to-reach
areas along the top edge
	CeFiONtect
Special hygienic glaze for
a smooth ceramic surface
	Water-saving
Technologies that
save water
	4.5 l flush
Water-saving full flush
uses just 4.5 l
Faucet technologies

	Auto Functions
Sensor-based
technologies
	ewater+
Electrolysed antibacterial
water that eliminates
bacteria
	Actilight
Zirconium coating combined
with UV light for an anti
bacterial effect that breaks
down waste
	Water-saving
Technologies that
save water

	Auto Functions
Sensor-based
technologies
	SMA
Maintains a constant
water temperature despite
fluctuating water supply
temperatures and pressure
levels
	SelfPower
Sensor-activated faucet
generates its own electricity
	EcoCap
Fuller aerated
water stream

Shower technologies
	Aerial Shower
Aerated water for
the shower

	Water-saving
Technologies that
save water
Washbasin technologies

	Aerial Pulse
Aerated water with a
pulsating function
	Water Pillar
A gentle, voluminous stream
of water that envelopes the
entire body
	Cascade Flow
Waterfall-like shower
function that warms the
entire body
	Gyrostream
Shower jets with rotating
and pulsating functions
	Water-saving
Technologies that
save water

	CeFiONtect
Special hygienic glaze for
a smooth ceramic surface
LUMINIST
Translucent epoxy resin
material

COLLECTIONS
2015/2016
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ENJOY JAPANESE
BATH CULTURE.
ENJOY TOTO.
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TECHNOLOGY

WELL-BEING

COMFORT

Japanese technologies are synonymous
with innovation around the world.
TOTO uses technologies in line with
the state-of-the-art requirements of
today’s bathroom: offering aboveaverage hygiene, maximum comfort –
for people of all ages – while conserving resources. This leads to product
innovations unlike any available on
the European market before.

Since time immemorial, Japanese
bathroom culture has represented the
epitome of cleanliness and well-being.
Above all else, every TOTO bathroom
provides not only convenience and
functionality, but also a haven for
relaxation. It is for this reason that
TOTO brings together Asian bathroom
culture with Western engineering.

It is impossible to imagine the bathroom of the future without outstanding
comfort. TOTO is working to further
enhance the factor of comfort at every
level. This includes self-cleaning
WASHLETs that offer the greatest
possible hygiene. TOTO also develops
shower technologies that offer luxurious experiences while using little
water.

DESIGN

PURITY

Japanese design represents quintessential clarity, functionality and
minimalism. Its crisp oriental contours
are a hallmark of TOTO’s signature
design style. The result: High-quality
technology that you can feel – but you
can’t see.

The bathing ceremony has always
been an element of Japanese culture.
Cleanliness and hygiene are an integral part of everyday life in Japan,
where spiritual and physical purity
go hand-in-hand. One cannot exist
without the other. This is also one of
TOTO’s main principles.
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OUR PRINCIPLE
DISCOVER THE BATHROOM
OF TOMORROW
The bathroom of tomorrow is a haven
that seamlessly combines technology,
comfort and design. As consumer demands increase, so does our expertise –
and with it the satisfaction of our
customers.

DESIGNED WITH THE USER IN MIND
Technology is something that should
be felt rather than seen, while design
simplifies the use of that technology.
TOTO represents the ideal symbiosis
of technology and design, complex
construction and simple operation.

HYGIENE

For this reason, our ethos is:

Cleanliness, and thus hygiene, play a
key role in the bathroom of the future.
For TOTO, superior hygiene is not
only achieved through cleaning, but
is also the result of numerous design,
material and technological innovations – innovations and materials that
prevent dirt from sticking to surfaces,
and technologies that allow it to be
removed with only the minimal use of
bathroom cleaner.

CLEAN
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1917

SUSTAINABILITY
The bathroom is a haven of wellbeing and relaxation, neither of which
should be achieved at the expense
of the environment. That’s why TOTO
considers the development of energyand water-saving technologies essential in creating the bathroom of
tomorrow.
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CLEAN & GREEN
At TOTO, the main focus of innovation is to develop technologies that
conserve resources. Of the company’s
24,000 employees, a dedicated team
of 900 in Research and Development
alone works to make the products
more sustainable.
Sustainability in the bathroom primarily means saving water. T
 OTO also
develops materials and technologies
that minimise the use of aggressive

HYDROTECT-coated surfaces (facades,
windows or tiles) clean themselves
and the air around them. When used
indoors, they are also antibacterial.

cleaning products or generate their
own energy, thus conserving resources
over the long-term.
Naturally, the bathroom only takes up
a small part of an entire building. This
is why TOTO has developed technologies to support the “green building”
beyond this one room. HYDROTECT,
for example, is a surface coating for
exterior facades that is self-cleaning,
antibacterial and even cleans the air.

At TOTO, sustainability means conserving resources where possible and
practical while enhancing the comfort
and quality of the products. In the
end, this is what creates true sustainability at every level.

Water is aerated for a fuller, more comfortable flow of water – an enhanced
shower experience that uses less water.

We have toilets that offer the option
to use a 3 and 4.5 l flush. All of our
toilets also come equipped with the
highly effective two or three-jet
Tornado Flush. The rimless design
and CeFiONtect glaze allow for easier, more thorough cleaning without
any aggressive cleansers. The new
generation WASHLETs, featuring the
ewater+ and Actilight technologies,
even go one step further: They include anti-bacterial and self-cleaning
properties. The PreMist function
available on our WASHLETs sprays
the toilet bowl with water before
use, making it more difficult for dirt
and waste to accumulate.

Automatic faucets save water and
electricity.

Ceramics featuring the CeFiONtect
glaze prevent dirt and bacteria from
accumulating. They also require less
water and cleaning products to keep
clean.

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards.
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10 GOOD REASONS
TO CHOOSE TOTO

1. DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY CAN GO
HAND-IN-HAND IN THE BATHROOM.

2.	
OUR PRODUCTS REPRESENT THE BEST

OF JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN CULTURE.

3.	
NEARLY 24,000 EMPLOYEES AROUND THE

WORLD ENSURE THAT IT STAYS THAT WAY.

4. TOTO’S PRODUCTS ARE BASED ON
OVER 100 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.

5.	
TOTO HAS PRODUCED WASHLETS

FOR 35 YEARS AND IS THE WORLD’S
MARKET LEADER.

6. TOTO INVENTED THE FIRST WASHLET

WC THAT CLEANS ITSELF COMPLETELY.

7.
8.
9.

 AVING WATER AND ENJOYING A
S
RELAXING SHOWER CAN GO HANDIN-HAND.
 OTO MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO CONSERVE
T
RESOURCES WHILE CUTTING COSTS.
 JAPANESE MARKET LEADER KEEPS
A
ITS PROMISES.

10.	WE ARE INTERESTED IN HYGIENE –
NOT JUST CLEANLINESS.

12 / 13 TOTO IN FIGURES

TOTO IN FIGURES

1917

THE YEAR TOTO WAS ESTABLISHED.

11,000,000

PIECES OF SANITARY WARE ARE PRODUCED
EACH YEAR.

36,000,000

THE NUMBER OF WASHLETS WE’VE SOLD
WORLDWIDE TO DATE.

35

THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE THAT
GO INTO EVERY SINGLE WASHLET.

150,000,000

USD TOTO SPENDS ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT EACH YEAR.

29

PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN ASIA,
NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE.

24,000

THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE TOTO EMPLOYS
WORLDWIDE.

60%

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE JAPANESE MARKET
ACCOUNTED FOR BY TOTO PRODUCTS.

40%

THE POTENTIAL REDUCTION IN WATER
CONSUMPTION THAT HOUSEHOLDS CAN
ACHIEVE BY INSTALLING TOTO BATHROOM
FITTINGS.
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WHEN DESIGN
AND TECHNOLOGY
MEET. THAT
IS TOTO.
OUR PRODUCTS.
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NEOREST
COMBINING
INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
AND CLEAR
AESTHETIC
DESIGN.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies
are always at the cutting edge. In our NEOREST collection you will find the
following TOTO technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
SHOWERS

Wellness for the home: The NEOREST collection unites technological innovations with the
clear, streamlined TOTO design. After all, you shouldn’t see the technology in the bathroom
of tomorrow. You should just experience it.

AUTO FAUCETS

NEOREST
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NEOREST

The NEOREST washbasins have a
streamlined design. The surface has a
homogeneous look thanks to the hidden
drain. The special CeFiONtect glaze
makes it difficult for dirt and bacteria to
accumulate. The overflow features an
elegant chrome-colour cover.

SG

NEOREST WASHBASIN

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

Detailed information, p. 30
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WASHLET NEOREST AC AND EW

The NEOREST AC WASHLET is the first
completely self-cleaning WASHLET. In
addition to keeping bacteria, dirt and
lime scale from accumulating, it actively
fights against it.
The NEOREST WASHLET is available
in two versions: the NEOREST AC
(Actilight) and NEOREST EW (ewater+).
They look the same, but work in different ways. The NEOREST AC is selfcleaning, and actively combats dirt and
bacteria.
The NEOREST EW WASHLET sprays
the inside of the toilet bowl with electrolysed water. This antibacterial water
Detailed information, p. 30

keeps dirt and lime scale from building
up. The NEOREST AC WASHLET comes
equipped with a toilet bowl featuring a
special zirconium coating. The hydrophilic properties of this coating ensure
that dirt and bacteria are completely
washed away. The integrated UV light
works in tandem with the zirconium
coating to trigger a decomposition
process. This breaks down any dirt
and waste and making the toilet brush
unnecessary.
The toilet cleans itself, and stays fresh
and hygienic.

The NEOREST WASHLETs also have
other comfort features, like the sensorbased lid that automatically lifts and
lowers, a heated seat, a filter system
that effectively absorbs unpleasant
odours, and a dryer that can be activated if desired.
Both WASHLETs also have the PreMist
function. This sprays the toilet bowl
with water before use, making it
more difficult for dirt and waste to
accumulate.
All of this technology is still easy to use
thanks to the user-friendly, convenient
remote control.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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SHOWER

The flexible shower system transforms
your everyday shower into a luxurious
wellness experience.
The large shower head integrated into
the ceiling offers three different types
of jets. The special highlight is a thick,
heavy stream of water called the Water
Pillar, which surrounds and warms the
body like a second layer of skin without
splashing.
Our proven Air-in technology aerates
the water in the shower head and handheld sprays, making it possible to enjoy
a luxurious shower experience while
using less water.
Detailed information, p. 30

This shower system also features the
Gyrostream massage shower feature.
The rotating jets embedded in the wall
create a pulsating stream of water
that rinses and warms the entire body.
The hand shower also offers three
different types of sprays that can be
selected using a dial. In addition to the
massage function (Gyrostream) and
aerated water (Aerial Shower), the hand
shower includes the Cascade Flow
feature, which turns the water into a
little waterfall.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC

The material used for the bathtub is
both extremely durable and extraordinarily hard.

LUMINIST

The NEOREST bathtub celebrates Japanese bathing culture. The freestanding
bathtub underscores the streamlined
design of the collection while representing outstanding comfort in the bath.

CF

NEOREST BATHTUB

SHOWERS
AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 30

WASHLET

The two armrests are optional, and a removable pillow also provides additional
comfort. These options turn the bath
into a wonderful wellness experience.
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PRODUCT DETAILS
VESSEL 600 mm, without tap hole, with overflow and chrome coloured
overflow cover
Product Code
LW3716HY
W×D×H
596 × 397 × 173
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

VESSEL 750 mm, without tap hole, with overflow and chrome coloured
overflow cover
Product Code
LW3717HY
W×D×H
746 × 448 × 173
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

NEOREST AC incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF996WG#NW1
WASHLET
TCF996WSW#NW1 (CH)
TCF996WGE#NW1 (UK)
Product Code WC CW996P#NW1
W×D×H
WASHLET
423 × 679 × 119
WC
423 × 666 × 410
Material
WC: ceramic, zirconium coating
Colour
white

NEOREST EW incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF994WG#NW1
WASHLET
TCF994WSW#NW1 (CH)
TCF994WGE#NW1 (UK)
Product Code WC CW994P#NW1
W×D×H
WASHLET
423 × 679 × 119
WC
423 × 666 × 410
Material
WC: ceramic
Colour
white

PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00003
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Material
glass
Colour
white
PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00005
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Material
Hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)
Colour
white

	required accessories: NEOREST AC,
WC wallhung CW996P#NW1, Motor
unit for automatic flushing E00004
	For combination with push plate
E00003 or E00005 use pre-wall installation set 1.120 mm T9300048, 980 mm
T9300051

	required accessories: NEOREST EW,
WC wallhung CW994P#NW1, Motor
unit for automatic flushing E00004
	For combination with push plate
E00003 or push plate E00005 use
pre-wall installation set 1.120 mm
T9300048, 980 mm T9300051

NEOREST
SG

BATHTUB, FREESTANDING with grip
Product Code
PJY1886HPWNE#GW
W×D×H
1800 × 950 × 600
Colour
white

	with removable bathtub cushion, white

MH

BATHTUB free-standing
Product Code
PJY1886PWNE#GW
W×D×H
1800 × 950 × 600
Colour
white

PAPER-HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH900
W×D×H
146 × 78 × 86
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
PAPER-HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH87S
W×D×H
290 × 108 × 26
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
SPARE PAPER-HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH900P
W×D×H
140 × 115 × 38
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

CF
LUMINIST

TOWEL BAR wall-mounted, 700 mm
Product Code
YT900S6
W×D×H
700 × 78 × 38
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

WASHLET

TOWEL BAR wall-mounted, 400 mm
Product Code
YT900S3
W×D×H
400 × 78 × 38
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SHOWERS

TOWEL BAR wall-mounted, 700 mm
Product Code
YT87S7R
W×D×H
700 × 108 × 26
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

AUTO FAUCETS

TOWEL BAR wall-mounted, 500 mm
Product Code
YT87S5S
W×D×H
500 × 75 × 26
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NC

	with removable bathtub cushion, white
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ROBE HOOK 46 mm
Product Code
W×D×H
Material
Colour

YA900
35 × 46 × 40
brass
chrome

ROBE HOOK wall-mounted, 60 mm
Product Code
YA87S
W×D×H
36 × 60 × 36
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
REMOTE CONTROL STAND
with paper holder, floor standing
Product Code
YH63SDT1
W×D×H
260 × 260 × 845
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
	photo shows stand incl. remote
control, not included

TUMBLER AND HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YAT900
W×D×H
100 × 115 × 100
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
SOAP-HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YAS900
W×D×H
130 × 115 × 38
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
TOILET BRUSH AND HOLDER
wall-mounted frame with removable
brush-holder
Product Code
YAB900
W×D×H
100 × 115 × 370
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
SHOWERS
AUTO FAUCETS

For further information please take a look at our shower chapter.

MH

SG

SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
4 × Gyrostream body shower, DBX116-1CVE
1 × overhead shower, 600 mm, with 3 types of spray DBX117CAVE
1 × hand shower, 150 mm, with 3 types of spray VH10756N
1 × shower holder and elbow, DBX111VE
1 × hose, VHC400
1 × thermostatic shower mixer with volume control, DB420VE
3 × valve on/off, DB351VE

NEOREST

TOTO PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE COMBINED WITH NEOREST:
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SG
SQUARE GEOMETRY
FOR PEOPLE WHO
ARE LOOKING
FOR A T
 IMELESSLY
ELEGANT AND
STREAMLINED
DESIGN.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies are
always at the cutting edge. In our SG collection you will find the following
TOTO technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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SG
SG is TOTO’s answer for people who want streamlined design and timeless elegance. The impressive
furnishings have smooth, nearly seamless surfaces,
with chrome and stainless steel details to reflect a cool
elegance. These rounded elements can be combined
with wood surfaces for a warmer look.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
NC

The SG washbasins feature a streamlined design and exquisite, yet simple
details. The covered drain creates a
homogeneous surface that emphasises
the clear, almost seamless design of
this collection. The washbasin is available in two different sizes, 600 mm
and 900 mm. The CeFiONtect glaze
also keeps dirt and waste from accumulating on these washbasins as well.
The SG collection furnishings further
enhance this understated elegance.

MH

WASHBASIN

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

Detailed information, p. 48
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NEOREST

As a special highlight, each drawer
in this collection is equipped with an
LED light.

MH

The push-to-open and soft-close mech
anisms ensure that the design and
functionality of these pieces meet the
demands of today’s consumers. Featuring two outlets and a practical drawer
divider, the counter cabinets provide
all of the necessities of a modern
bathroom.

NC

The SG furniture collection underscores the clean lines of the washbasin. 
These practically seamless objects
create a consistent overall look with
the rest of the collection. The stainless
steel d
 etails provide timeless, modern
accents that can be combined with
warm wooden surfaces.

SG

FURNITURE

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

Detailed information, p. 48
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST

The SG WASHLET offers all the standard
features available in all other TOTO
WASHLETs. In addition to the characteristic warm water spray, the WASHLET
has a heated seat, an odour-absorbing
deodoriser, dryer, and the PreMist
function, which sprays the toilet bowl
with a fine mist of water. This makes
it more difficult for dirt to accumulate.
The ewater+ function sprays the toilet
bowl with electrolysed water after use.
Electrolysed water is antibacterial and
cleansing, is absolutely environmentally
friendly and can be returned back to
the water cycle.

Like all TOTO toilets, the SG collection
toilet provides the ideal combination
of the highest standards of hygiene
and outstanding product quality. The
proven CeFiONtect glaze makes it
practically impossible for waste and
bacteria to accumulate. The rimless
design and Tornado Flush ensure a
completely clean toilet bowl with no
hidden areas for build-up. The toilet
also features a soft-closing lid.
Detailed information, p. 48

AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 48

WASHLET

TOILET

SHOWERS

WASHLET
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SHOWER SYSTEM

The TOTO Shower System can also be
combined with the SG collection.
The SG shower offers a number of
different functionalities depending on
people’s needs.
The ceiling-mounted overhead shower
offers the water-saving Aerial Pulse
technology, which gently pulses and
propels the water to transform the
shower into a comfortable experience.
The Gyrostream massage feature and
voluminous Water Pillar stream are
functions that turn the shower into a
wellness experience.
The hand shower also offers a variety
of functions that can be easily activated 
using the dial. In addition to the watersaving Aerial Shower, the user can
switch to the massaging Gyrostream
and waterfall-like Cascade Flow settings.
Detailed information, p. 48

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
LUMINIST

The SG washbasin subcabinet has an
impressive, practically seamless look.
It looks smooth and elegant on the
outside, and has plenty of space on the
inside. Thanks to its push-to-close and
soft-close mechanisms and integrated
outlets, it can hold just about anything
that needs to be stored in the bathroom.
Purists can order the cabinet in white,
and people looking for a warmer look
can choose the teak veneer.

CF

WASHBASIN SUBCABINET

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

Detailed information, p. 48
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PRODUCT DETAILS
FURNITURE WASHBASIN 600 mm, with tap hole, without overflow
Product Code
LW170YC
W×D×H
600 × 470 × 133
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with SG counter
cabinets

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 900 mm, with tap hole, without overflow
Product Code
LW172YC
W×D×H
900 × 470 × 133
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with SG counter
cabinets

WC, WALLHUNG washdown
Product Code
CW512YR
W×D×H
390 × 582 × 339
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with WASHLET SG
TCF403EGV1 or WC seat TC501CVK
	required accessories: Metallic cover
7EE0007 or Resin cover 9AE0017

METALLIC COVER for SG WC, wallhung
Product Code
7EE0007
Colour
silver

RESIN COVER for SG WC, wallhung
Product Code
9AE0017
Material
acrylic resin
Colour
white
PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00022
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Colour
white

WASHLET SG incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF403EGV1
W×D×H
390 × 575 × 132
Colour
white

in combination with SG WC:

	We recommend pre-wall installation set,
1,120 mm T9300000 and upgrade set
T9880039A WC, wallhung CW512YR,
Metallic cover 7EE0007 or Resin cover
9AE0017

WC SEAT with soft-closing seat and stainless-steel hinges
Product Code
TC501CVK
W×D×H
396 × 575 × 67
Material
urea resin
Colour
white
UPGRADE SET FOR WASHLET SG for Installation frame,
for a simplified installation
Product Code
T9880039A

	to be used with SG WC, wallhung

NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF

COUNTER CABINET, 3 LEVELS floorstanding, center cut out,
for 900 mm basin
Product Code
FU10743L-VT (teak veneer)
FU10743L-MW (high-gloss white)
W×D×H
890 × 500 × 827
Material
MDF (V100)

	push-to-open and soft closing
mechanism; LED light (internal)
2 integrated sockets

	push-to-open and soft closing
mechanism; LED light (internal)
2 integrated sockets

SIDE CABINET, 3 LEVELS
Product Code
FU10729L-VT (teak veneer)
FU10729L-MW (high-gloss white)
W×D×H
470 × 500 × 827
Material
MDF (V100)

SHOWERS

	push-to-open and soft closing
mechanism; LED light (internal)

LUMINIST

COUNTER CABINET, 2 LEVELS wallhung, center cut out,
for 900 mm basin
Product Code
FU10742L-VT (teak veneer)
FU10742L-MW (high-gloss white)
W×D×H
890 × 500 × 475
Material
MDF (V100)

	push-to-open and soft closing
mechanism; LED light (internal)
2 integrated sockets

WASHLET

COUNTER CABINET, 3 LEVELS floorstanding,
right cut out, for 600 mm basin
Product Code
FU10723L-VT (teak veneer)
FU10723L-MW (high-gloss white)
W×D×H
890 × 500 × 827
Material
MDF (V100)

	push-to-open and soft closing
mechanism; LED light (internal)
2 integrated sockets

The furniture in this collection is
available in the following finishes:
high-gloss white and teak veneer

AUTO FAUCETS

COUNTER CABINET, 2 LEVELS wallhung, right cut out,
for 600 mm basin
Product Code
FU10718L-VT (teak veneer)
FU10718L-MW (high-gloss white)
W×D×H
890 × 500 × 475
Material
MDF (V100)
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TOTO PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE COMBINED WITH SG:
SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 x overhead shower, 600 mm, with 3 types of spray DBX117CAVE
1 x hand shower, 150 mm, with 3 types of spray VH10756N
1 x thermostatic shower mixer with diverter DB421VE
1 x 3-way diverter DB351VE
1 x shower-holder and elbow DBX111VE
1 x shower hose VHC400

For further information please take a look at our shower chapter.
MIRROR with illumination, may be hung horizontally
Product Code
MI10018B-WI
W×D×H
500 × 46 × 1000
Material
aluminium
Colour
white, illuminated

TOWEL BAR NEOREST wall-mounted, 400 mm
Product Code
YT900S3
W×D×H
400 × 78 × 38
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
TOWEL BAR NEOREST wall-mounted, 700 mm
Product Code
YT900S6
W×D×H
700 × 78 × 38
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

TUMBLER WITH BRUSH-HOLDER NEOREST wall-mounted
Product Code
YAT900
W×D×H
100 × 115 × 100
Material
tumbler: stainless-steel
holder: chrome-plated
Colour
chrome

NEOREST
SG

ROBE HOOK NEOREST
Product Code
YA900
W×D×H
35 × 46 × 40
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

MH

PAPER-HOLDER NEOREST wall-mounted
Product Code
YH900
W×D×H
146 × 78 × 86
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

E00003
220 × 5 × 150
glass
white

AUTO FAUCETS

PUSH PLATE
Product Code
W×D×H
Material
Colour

NC

SOAP-HOLDER NEOREST wall-mounted
Product Code
YAS900
W×D×H
130 × 115 × 38
Material
dish: stainless-steel
holder: chrome-plated
Colour
chrome
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MH
MODULAR HOME
FOR PEOPLE WHO
LIKE TO MAKE
THEIR OWN
DECISIONS.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies are
always at the cutting edge. In our MH collection you will find the following
TOTO technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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MH
Our collection, MODULAR HOME, features an extensive range of design
options to reflect a cosmopolitan lifestyle. All the elements can be mixed
and matched to meet your requirements and expertly combine functionality
with a clear visual style.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
Detailed information, p. 88

SHOWERS

This collection offers the ultimate in
flexibility in terms of installation and
combination options. Shortened drawers provide space for plumbing fixtures
behind the furniture.

AUTO FAUCETS

Creativity requires space to spread its
wings, which is why MH provides the
flexibility essential in the cosmopolitan
bathrooms of today. To ensure your
bathroom meets your needs, all the
collection’s elements are modular in
design, giving you the creative scope to
design a bathroom that lives up to your
expectations. After all, modern life is
all about being free to make your own
decisions.

WASHLET

AS FLEXIBLE AS LIFE ITSELF,
BUT MORE PREDICTABLE
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NEOREST

There are two types of cabinets: One
features a glass shelf and a door. The
other is an open, wallhung module
available with or without box inserts.

MH

Because we know that no two people
have exactly the same expectations of
a bathroom, we’ve come up with furni
ture that’s modular in its design. The
individual elements can be mixed and
matched in a whole host of ways to
create a bathroom to meet any expectations. The MH collection is available
with a choice of three different surfaces
and offers endless scope for creating
your perfect bathroom.

SG

MODULAR FURNITURE

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

Detailed information, p. 88
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NEOREST

This basin boasts clear, understated design. Thanks to its special CeFiONtect
glaze, dirt is much less likely to stick
to the surface. Equipped with EcoCap
technology, the faucet offers an agreeably powerful water jet despite its watersaving design.

SG

BASIN

MH

Detailed information, p. 88

Available in various widths, the counter
console has the right solution for any
application. All MH furniture drawers
feature a push-to-open mechanism,
making them simple to open and close.
A soft lining makes them easier to clean
and provides added grip for the toiletries inside.

NC

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE

CF

Detailed information, p. 88

The rolling container is yet another
element in the modular MH collection
and features drawers for additional
storage space.

LUMINIST

ROLLING CONTAINER

Detailed information, p. 88

SHOWERS

The accessories and faucets in this
collection reflect the aesthetic style of
the ceramics. As such, the same striking attributes can be seen consistently
throughout the MH series.

AUTO FAUCETS

ACCESSORIES

WASHLET

Detailed information, p. 88
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET

Detailed information, p. 88

SHOWERS

People who prefer round shapes can
combine the furnishings with this
MH washbasin. Its curved, sweeping
design is an interesting contrast to the
streamlined, simple furniture in this
collection.

AUTO FAUCETS

MH WASHBASIN
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TOILET / GL WASHLET 2.0

Our MH toilet is all about design flexibility. Whether you opt for a wallmounted, freestanding or pedestal
design, it can be transformed into a
WASHLET at any time.
All toilets feature our powerful, effective Tornado Flush, the extremely
smooth, durable CeFiONtect glaze,
and a rimless bowl.
Detailed information, p. 88

The WASHLET GL 2.0 features the
proven standard WASHLET technologies, including the adjustable warm
water spray, heated seat and PreMist
function to make it more difficult for
dirt and waste to accumulate. All
functions can be operated using the
convenient remote control.

NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET

The WASHLET EK 2.0 can also be combined with MH collection toilets.

The MH bidet provides all that is essential in today’s cosmopolitan bathrooms.
Whether free-standing or wall-mounted,
it can be combined with all other elements of the MH collection in order to
meet your individual requirements.

They share the same important functions as the WASHLET GL 2.0. In this
version, however, people use the control panel on the side to activate the
individual functions.
Detailed information, p. 88

Detailed information, p. 88

SHOWERS

BIDET

AUTO FAUCETS

MH WC / WASHLET EK 2.0
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AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
Detailed information, p. 88

SHOWERS

With white, high-gloss surfaces and
dark teak elements, the MH collection offers a high-contrast solution that
brings a warm atmosphere to your
bathroom. The dark surface in particular emphasises the clear white contours of the ceramics.

AUTO FAUCETS

WARM AND RICH IN CONTRASTS
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST

The vanity unit features a push-toopen mechanism, which allows it to be
opened with a gentle touch. The surface is water-resistant and is, therefore,
ideal for use in the bathroom.

WASHLET

The dark surfaces of the console emphasise the white ceramics of the wash
basin. The U-bend is cleverly concealed
using wooden panels.

SHOWERS

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE / VANITY UNIT

AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 88
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SIDE BOARD / ROLLING CONTAINER

The wall cabinet offers plenty of storage space. The optional shelf elements
offer an attractive contrast to the smooth
white surfaces and can also be used
for ornaments.

SHOWER

The rolling container with its concealed
drawer not only offers a place to sit, but
also additional space for storage.

The hand shower has three different
types of sprays to create a comfortable,
luxurious shower experience which
reduces water consumption.
Detailed information, p. 88

Detailed information, p. 88

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST

White is classic and timeless, and fits in
with any lifestyle. The same can be said
for the MH collection white series, which
can be combined with the collection’s
other surfaces, offering unparalleled
scope for creativity and thus flexibility.

WASHLET

TIMELESS DESIGN AS A CONCEPT

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

Detailed information, p. 88
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
Detailed information, p. 88

SHOWERS

Our washbasins come in different styles,
including vessel basins, washbasin and
furniture sets, pedestal basins, and halfpedestal basins. MH has just the right
solution for any requirements and any
shape of bathroom.

AUTO FAUCETS

WASHBASIN
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WASHLET GL 2.0 AND EK 2.0

TOILET / BIDET

The WASHLET GL 2.0 features the
proven standard WASHLET technologies, including the adjustable warm
water spray, heated seat and PreMist
function to make it more difficult for dirt
and waste to accumulate. All functions
can be operated using the convenient
remote control.

The understated, subtle design of our
toilets and bidets is sure to fit in with
any bathroom and combines seamlessly
with the colours of the MH collection.
As always, the ceramics feature TOTO’s
CeFiONtect glaze.

The WASHLET EK 2.0 and WASHLET GL
2.0 share the same essential functions.
The WASHLET GL has a control panel
on the side to activate the individual
functions.
Detailed information, p. 88

Like any other TOTO toilet, this one
can be transformed into a WASHLET,
should the need ever arise.
Detailed information, p. 88

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST

The vanity unit drawer features clever
dividers and a push-to-open mechanism which makes it simple to open.
Optional, height-adjustable feet are
available for all the furniture and ensure
increased stability and safety.

Detailed information, p. 88
Detailed information, p. 88

WASHLET

Even the MH mirror with its strip light
is modular in its design, as it can be
mounted either vertically or horizontally. A range of mounting options offers
maximum scope for creativity.

SHOWERS

VANITY UNIT

AUTO FAUCETS

MIRROR
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MH GUEST BATHROOM
The MH collection provides just the right solution for smaller
spaces, so guests can also enjoy all the benefits of TOTO in
the guest bathroom.

GUEST BATHROOM FIXTURES

The MH collection also offers solutions
for smaller guest bathrooms that are
just as versatile as those for larger ones.
Detailed information, p. 88

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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MH GUEST BATHROOM

GUEST BATHROOM FIXTURES

Even the MH guest bathroom collection
is available in all three surface finishes.
Detailed information, p. 88

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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PRODUCT DETAILS
WASHBASIN 550 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10300G
W×D×H
557 × 455 × 189
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WASHBASIN 650 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10064G
W×D×H
652 × 453 × 186
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with p
 edestal
LW10037G and half pedestal
LW10036G

	can be combined with p
 edestal
LW10037G and half pedestal
LW10036G

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 550 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10033G
W×D×H
551 × 450 × 136
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with MH counter
consoles

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 650 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10034G
W×D×H
651 × 450 × 134
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with MH counter
consoles

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 800 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10035G
W×D×H
801 × 480 × 137
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 1000 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10069G
W×D×H
1000 × 477 × 137
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with MH counter
consoles

	can be combined with MH counter
consoles

HANDRINSE VESSEL 365 mm, without tap hole, without overflow,
incl. shaft valve
Product Code
LW10038G
W×D×H
366 × 256 × 90
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

can be combined with MH counter
cabinet for handrinse vessel

HANDRINSE VESSEL 550 mm, without tap hole, without overflow,
incl. shaft valve
Product Code
LW10039G
W×D×H
550 × 363 × 104
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with MH counter
consoles

NEOREST

Product Code
W×D×H
Material
Colour

LW10070G
650 × 362 × 104
ceramic
white

SG

VESSEL 650 mm, without tap hole, without overflow,
incl. shaft valve

	can be combined with MH counter
consoles

MH

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 650 mm, with tap hole, without overflow
Product Code
LW180YC
W×D×H
650 × 455 × 136
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WC, BACK-TO-WALL, FLOORSTANDING, washdown
Product Code
CW163Y
W×D×H
390 × 624 × 410
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

can be combined with WASHLET GL
2.0, WASHLET EK 2.0 or WC seat
VC10047NR
	For best flushing results we recommend
an installation frame with settings for
≤ 6 l flushing

WC, CLOSE-COUPLED washdown, horizontal outlet
Product Code
CW161Y
W×D×H
392 × 704 × 410
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with WASHLET GL
2.0, WASHLET EK 2.0 or WC seat
VC10047NR
 	required accessories: Ceramic cover,
with plastic cistern SW10044G

CF
LUMINIST

	can be combined with WASHLET GL
2.0, WASHLET EK 2.0 or WC seat
VC10047NR
	For best flushing results we recommend
an installation frame with settings for
≤ 6 l flushing

WASHLET

WC, WALLHUNG washdown
Product Code
CW162Y
W×D×H
394 × 530 × 339
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with washbasin
LW10300G and L
 W10064G

SHOWERS

HALF-PEDESTAL incl. fixation set
Product Code
LW10036G
W×D×H
263 × 295 × 288
Material
Keramik
Colour
Weiß

	can be combined with washbasin
LW10300G and LW10064G

AUTO FAUCETS

PEDESTAL incl. fixation set
Product Code
LW10037G
W×D×H
263 × 205 × 700
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

NC

	can be combined with counter
consoles FU10747U – FU10752U
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CERAMIC COVER, WITH PLASTIC CISTERN
with 3 / 4.5 l flush, inlet from rear
Product Code
SW10044G
W×D×H
390 × 173 × 437
Material
ceramic / plastic
Colour
white

	required accessories: WC, close
coupled CW161Y

WC SEAT removable, with soft-closing function and stainless steel hinges
Product Code
VC10047NR
W×D×H
398 × 477 × 59
Material
Urea resin
Colour
white
WASHLET GL 2.0 incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6532G#NW1
TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6532GE#NW1 (UK)
W×D×H
390 × 523 × 188
Colour
white

WASHLET EK 2.0 seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6632G#NW1
TCF6632GE#NW1 (UK)
TCF6632SW#NW1 (CH)
W×D×H
478 × 523 × 188
Colour
white

	can be combined with WC, wallhung
CW162Y or WC, back-to-wall,
floorstanding CW163Y or WC, close
coupled CW161Y

	can be combined with all TOTO WCs
of NC and MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

	can be combined with all TOTO WCs
of NC and MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00022
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Colour
white

BIDET, WALLHUNG with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
BW10045G
W×D×H
400 × 550 × 310
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

BIDET, FLOORSTANDING with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
BW10046G
W×D×H
389 × 624 × 410
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER
Product Code
VL10048C
W×D×H
48 × 194 × 149
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SINGLE LEVER VESSEL MIXER with tall spout
Product Code
VL10065C
W×D×H
48 × 175 × 283
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

	can be combined with single lever bidet
mixer VV10050C

	can be combined with single lever bidet
mixer VV10050C

SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER
concealed, with short spout for handrinse vessel
Product Code
VL10071C
W×D×H
200 × 339 × 99
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NEOREST
SG

SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER
concealed, with short spout for handrinse vessel
Product Code
VL10064C
W×D×H
200 × 298 × 99
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

MH

SINGLE LEVER BIDET MIXER
Product Code
VV10050C
W×D×H
48 × 160 × 130
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SOAP-HOLDER with ceramic soap shelf, wall-mounted
Product Code
YA10273U(A)
W×D×H
138 × 113 × 54
Material
holder: chrome
shelf: ceramic
Colour
chrome / white
SEIFENSPENDER w
 ith ceramic soap shelf, wall-mounted
Product Code
YA10306U(A)
W×D×H
92 × 121 × 176
Material
holder: chrome
dispenser: ceramic
Colour
chrome / white
TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER with ceramic tumbler, wall-mounted
Product Code
YA10274U(A)
W×D×H
93 × 110 × 113
Material
holder: chrome
tumbler: ceramic
Colour
chrome / white

CF
LUMINIST

SPARE PAPER HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH10272U(A)
W×D×H
37 × 61 × 160
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

WASHLET

PAPER HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH10271U(A)
W×D×H
221 × 61 × 103
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SHOWERS

Material
Colour

YT10270U (353 × 61 × 37)
YT10269U(A) (663 × 62 × 37)
YT10305U(A) (953 × 61 × 37)
brass
chrome

AUTO FAUCETS

TOWEL BAR
Product Code

NC

TOWEL BAR OPEN, 300 MM
Product Code
YA10307U(A)
W×D×H
326 × 61 × 37
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
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TOILET BRUSH HOLDER with ceramic brush holder, wall-mounted
Product Code
YA10275U
W×D×H
112 × 130 × 363
Material
cup: ceramic
holder: chrome
Colour
chrome / white

ROBE HOOK
Product Code
W×D×H
Material
Colour

YA10276U(A)
17 × 31 × 41
brass
chrome

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasin
Product Code
FU10747U (Oak white)
FU10748U (Teak elements)
FU10749U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 210

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasin, left cut out
Product Code
FU10750U (Oak white)
FU10751U (Teak elements)
FU10752U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210

	can be combined with Furniture washbasin LW180YC
	delivered with space-saving siphon

	can be combined with Furniture washbasin LW180YC
	delivered with space-saving siphon

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasin
Product Code
FU10315UR (Oak white)
FU10316U (Teak elements)
FU10317U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasin, middle cut out
Product Code
FU10318UR (Oak white)
FU10319U (Teak elements)
FU10320U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasin, left cut out
Product Code
FU10321UR (Oak white)
FU10322U (Teak elements)
FU10323U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasin, right cut out
Product Code
FU10324UR (Oak white)
FU10325U (Teak elements)
FU10326U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for furniture washbasins, double cut out
Product Code
FU10327UR (Oak white)
FU10328U (Teak elements)
FU10329U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel, middle cut out
Product Code
FU10333UR (Oak white)
FU10334U (Teak elements)
FU10335U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

NEOREST

	delivered with space-saving siphon

SG

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel
Product Code
FU10330UR (Oak white)
FU10331U (Teak elements)
FU10332U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 210

	delivered with space-saving siphon

MH

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel, left cut out
Product Code
FU10336UR (Oak white)
FU10337U (Teak elements)
FU10338U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210

	delivered with space-saving siphon

NC

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel, right cut out
Product Code
FU10339UR (Oak white)
FU10340U (Teak elements)
FU10341U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210

	delivered with space-saving siphon

CF

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessels, double cut out
Product Code
FU10342UR (Oak white)
FU10343U (Teak elements)
FU10344U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel with vessel mixer,
middle cut out
Product Code
FU10348UR (Oak white)
FU10349U (Teak elements)
FU10350U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

SHOWERS

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel with vessel mixer,
right cut out
Product Code
FU10354UR (Oak white)
FU10355U (Teak elements)
FU10356U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210

	delivered with space-saving siphon

	delivered with space-saving siphon

AUTO FAUCETS

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel with vessel mixer,
left cut out
Product Code
FU10351UR (Oak white)
FU10352U (Teak elements)
FU10353U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210

WASHLET

	delivered with space-saving siphon

LUMINIST

COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessel with vessel mixer
Product Code
FU10345UR (Oak white)
FU10346U (Teak elements)
FU10347U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 210
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COUNTERTOP CONSOLE for vessels with vessel mixer, double cut out
Product Code
FU10357UR (Oak white)
FU10358U (Teak elements)
FU10359U (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
1400 × 440 × 210
	delivered with space-saving siphon

VANITY UNIT, 210 MM for installation under countertop console
Product Code
FU10361U
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 210
Colour
High-gloss white
VANITY UNIT, 400 MM for installation under countertop console
Product Code
FU10363U
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 400
Colour
High-gloss white

SIDE VANITY UNIT, 210 MM
Product Code
FU10360U
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 210
Colour
High-gloss white

SIDE VANITY UNIT, 400 MM
Product Code
FU10362U
W×D×H
700 × 440 × 400
Colour
High-gloss white

VANITY UNIT FOR HANDRINSE VESSEL
with vessel mixer left side
Product Code
FU10407U (console: Oak tree white;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10408U (console: teak decor;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10409U (console: white high glossy;
corpus: white high glossy)
W×D×H
500 × 350 × 208

	can be combined with Handrinse
vessel LW10038G
	to be used with bidet siphon

VANITY UNIT FOR HANDRINSE VESSEL
with vessel mixer right side
Product Code
FU10364U (console: Oak tree white;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10365U (console: teak decor;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10366U (console: white high glossy;
corpus: white high glossy)
W×D×H
500 × 350 × 208

	can be combined with Handrinse
vessel LW10038G
	to be used with bidet siphon

VANITY UNIT FOR HANDRINSE VESSEL
Product Code
FU10367U (console: Oak tree white;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10368U (console: teak decor;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10369U (console: white high glossy;
corpus: white high glossy)
W×D×H
500 × 350 × 208

	can be combined with Handrinse
vessel LW10038G, Single lever basin
mixer VL10064C
	to be used with bidet siphon

DRAWER BOX for wall console
Product Code
FU10370U
W×D×H
183 × 211 × 128
Colour
High-gloss white

	can be combined with Wall console
FU10371UR, FU10372U or FU10373U

SIDE BOARD can be rotated and is therefor suitable
for left and right door
Product Code
FU10374U
W×D×H
450 × 250 × 750
Colour
High-gloss white

	can be combined with Drawer box
FU10370U

	delivery including 2 glass shelves

FLOORSTAND FOR VANITY UNIT
Product Code
FX10268U
W×D×H
100 × 100 × 140
Material
aluminium

MH

ROLLING CONTAINER
Product Code
FU10080A (Oak white)
FU10635A (Teak elements)
FU10636A (High-gloss white)
W×D×H
440 × 440 × 446

	installation: light panel horizontal or left
or right

NC

MIRROR with LED lighting
Product Code
MI10376U-WI
W×D×H
1400 × 44 × 760

NEOREST

W×D×H

FU10371UR (Oak white)
FU10372U (Teak elements)
FU10373U (High-gloss white)
450 × 250 × 210

SG

WALL CONSOLE
Product Code

MIRROR with illumination
Product Code
MI10015B-WI
W×D×H
700 × 46 × 900

CF

MIRROR with LED lighting
Product Code
MI10418U-WI
W×D×H
500 × 44 × 760
	installation: light panel left or right

LUMINIST

TOTO PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE COMBINED WITH MH:

WASHLET

SHOWER SET fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 × hand shower, 120 mm 3 mode, VH10757N
 1 × slide bar with shower holder, VHC600
1 × shower hose, VHC400
1 × shower elbow, VHC500
1 × single lever shower mixer, VB10055C

The furniture in this collection is
available in the following finishes:
high-gloss white, oak white,
teak decor

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

For further information please take a look at our shower chapter.
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NC
NATURAL CURVE
FOR PEOPLE WHO
ARE LOOKING
FOR THE DIVERSITY
OF NATURE’S
DESIGNS IN THE
BATHROOM.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies are
always at the cutting edge. In our NC collection you will find the following
TOTO technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards

98 / 99 PRODUCTS NC

NEOREST
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
SHOWERS
AUTO FAUCETS

NC stands for Natural Curve – a collection inspired by the multifaceted
forms found in nature. It is modelled on round, organic and flowing
shapes. NC is designed for people looking for a natural-looking bathroom
with an outstanding design.

SG

NC

100 / 101 PRODUCTS NC

NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET

The organic curves of the washbasin
are reminiscent of the surface tension
of water. The special CeFiONtect glaze
is highly functional and makes the
ceramics easier to clean. The harmoniously shaped counter cabinet not
only supports the washbasin, but also
contains two drawers that open with a
push-to-open mechanism.

SHOWERS

COUNTER CABINET / WASHBASIN

AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 118
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NEOREST

The wall cabinet continues the o
 rganic
rounded corners found in the NC
collection, which makes this the ideal
complement to the washbasin and
counter cabinet. It offers convenient
and ample storage with its understated
design.

SG

WALL CABINET

MH

Detailed information, p. 118

The drawers feature dividers made of
solid oak and a push-to-open mechanism that makes them easier to open.
Matching accessories in the same
visual style as the furniture and ceramics round off the collection to perfection.

NC

ACCESSORIES

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

Detailed information, p. 118
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST

The WASHLET also comes equipped
with the PreMist function, which sprays
the toilet bowl with water before use,
making it more difficult for dirt and
waste to accumulate.

SHOWERS

The WASHLET GL 2.0 offers modern
technology in terms of bathroom
hygiene and comfort. The adjustable
wand jet system makes it possible
to change the position, pressure and
temperature of the water spray. The
WASHLET also has a heated seat.

WASHLET

WASHLET GL 2.0 / WC

AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 118
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AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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HALF-PEDESTAL
AND PEDESTAL WASHBASINS

The versatile NC washbasins are
available in pedestal and half-pedestal
designs, enabling you to create the
perfect design for your bathroom.
All NC washbasins feature our special
CeFiONtect glaze, so dirt is much
less likely to stick to the surface.
Detailed information, p. 118

NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
WASHLET

LUMINIST
Detailed information, p. 118

SHOWERS

The subcabinet’s water-resistant w
 alnut
veneer provides a pleasant contrast to
the white NC washbasins. A push-toopen mechanism makes it easy to open
the two drawers. With its rounded corners, the wall cabinet complements the
NC counter cabinet. The mirror design
draws on the shapes of the NC collection and, with the illuminated surround,
forms the ideal contrast to the dark,
warm tones of the walnut veneer.

AUTO FAUCETS

WALL CABINET / WASHBASIN
SUBCABINET
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET

With its organic form, the NC toilet fits
in perfectly with the classic aesthetics
of the NC collection. Featuring TOTO’s
signature combination of functionality
and exceptional design, the toilet pro
vides a superior level of hygiene: Our
innovative Tornado Flush and s pecial
CeFiONtect glaze ensure cleanliness.
The rimless design of the bowl allows
it to be thoroughly cleaned with ease.

SHOWERS

TOILET / BIDET

AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 118
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AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

The NC collection provides just the right solution for smaller spaces,
so guests can enjoy all the benefits of TOTO in the guest bathroom.

NEOREST

NC GUEST BATHROOM

Detailed information, p. 118

AUTO FAUCETS

The NC range also includes a small
counter cabinet developed specially
for guest bathrooms, with plenty of
storage space for toiletries. The vessel
handrinse basin can be positioned at
any angle, allowing the faucet to be
installed on either the left or the right.
The same applies to the adjustable
mirror, which can be mounted with the
illuminated panel on the left or righthand side.

SHOWERS

COUNTER CABINET / HANDRINSE BASIN

116 / 117 PRODUCTS NC

SG

NEOREST

NC GUEST BATHROOM

The NC collection focuses on straight
lines and user-friendly functionality,
avoiding decorative elements.
The toilet can be equipped with a lid,
WASHLET GL 2.0 or WASHLET EK 2.0.

The combination of rimless bowl
design, three-jet Tornado Flush and
CeFiONtect glaze improves overall
hygiene.

MH

TOILET / WASHLET

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

Detailed information, p. 118
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PRODUCT DETAILS
WASHBASIN, ROUND 510 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW766Y
W×D×H
510 × 520 × 177
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with Pedestal
LW766FY or Half pedestal LW766HFY

WASHBASIN, SQUARE 510 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW767Y
W×D×H
510 × 515 × 177
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with Pedestal
LW766FY or Half pedestal LW766HFY

WASHBASIN 600 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10020G
W×D×H
600 × 485 × 155
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with Pedestal
LW10040G or Half pedestal LW10386G

FURNITURE WASHBASIN 600 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10624G
W×D×H
600 × 485 × 155
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with Counter
cabinet FU10698A-LW, FU10698A-VW,
FU10698AUK-LW or FU10698AUK-VW

WASHBASIN 800 mm, with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
LW10021G
W×D×H
800 × 485 × 160
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with Pedestal
LW10040G or Half pedestal LW10386G

NEOREST
	can be combined with Vanity unit
for handrinse basin FU10383U or
FU10385U

MH

VESSEL, ROUND 500 mm, with overflow, with slotted drain
Product Code
LW760Y
W×D×H
500 × 421 × 191
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

SG

HANDRINSE VESSEL 450 mm, with tap hole,
without overflow, with unslotted drain
Product Code
LW10019G
W×D×H
450 × 321 × 118
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with Counter
cabinet FU10016A-LW, FU10016A-VW,
FU10016AUK-LW or FU10016AUK-VW

NC

VESSEL, SQUARE 510 mm, with overflow, with slotted drain
Product Code
LW761Y
W×D×H
510 × 430 × 177
Material
ceramic
Colour
white
	can be combined with Counter
cabinet FU10016A-LW, FU10016A-VW,
FU10016AUK-LW or FU10016AUK-VW

CF

PEDESTAL for washbasin 510 mm
Product Code
LW766FY
W×D×H
206 × 250 × 710
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with Washbasin,
round LW766Y or Washbasin, square
LW767Y

	can be combined with Washbasin
LW10020G or LW10021G

HALF-PEDESTAL for washbasin 600 mm and 800 mm
Product Code
LW10386G
W×D×H
270 × 277 × 305
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

SHOWERS

WASHLET

PEDESTAL for washbasin 600 mm and 800 mm
Product Code
LW10040G
W×D×H
206 × 250 × 710
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

	can be combined with Washbasin
LW10020G or LW10021G

AUTO FAUCETS

HALF-PEDESTAL for washbasin 510 mm
Product Code
LW766HFY
W×D×H
270 × 277 × 305
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

LUMINIST

	can be combined with Washbasin,
round LW766Y or Washbasin, square
LW767Y
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WC, WALLHUNG washdown
Product Code
CW762Y
W×D×H
380 × 530 × 340
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WC, BACK-TO-WALL washdown, with horizontal outlet
Product Code
CW763Y
W×D×H
380 × 630 × 483
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WC, CLOSE COUPLED washdown with horizontal outlet
Product Code
CW761Y
W×D×H
380 × 704 × 410
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

CERAMIC COVER, SQUARE, WITH PLASTIC CISTERN
with 3 l / 6 l flushing; inlet from rear
Product Code
SW761Y
W×D×H
376 × 174 × 437
Material
ceramic / plastic
Colour
white

	can be combined with WASHLET GL
2.0, WASHLET EK 2.0 or WC seat
VC100R or VC100U10R

	can be combined with WASHLET GL
2.0, WASHLET EK 2.0 or WC seat
VC100R or VC100U10R

	can be combined with WASHLET GL
2.0, WASHLET EK 2.0 or WC seat
VC100R or VC100U10R
	required accessories: Ceramic cover,
square, with plastic cistern SW761Y
or Ceramic cover, round, with plastic
cistern SW762Y

	required accessories: WC,
close coupled CW761Y

CERAMIC COVER, ROUND, WITH PLASTIC CISTERN
with 3 l / 6 l flushing; inlet from rear
Product Code
SW762Y
W×D×H
376 × 174 × 437
Material
ceramic / plastic
Colour
white
	required accessories: WC,
close coupled CW761Y

WC SEAT removable, with soft-closing function and stainless
steel hinges
Product Code
VC100R (with soft-closing seat)
VC100RU10R (without soft-closing seat)
W×D×H
387 × 471 × 60
Material
urea resin
Colour
white

	can be combined with WC, wallhung
CW762Y or WC, back-to-wall CW763Y
or WC, close coupled CW761Y

BIDET, FLOORSTANDING with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
BW761Y
W×D×H
380 × 560 × 410
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

TOWEL HOLDER, 380 MM wall-mounted
Product Code
YT901S3
W×D×H
380 × 70 × 22
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
TOWEL HOLDER, 680 MM wall-mounted
Product Code
YT901S6
W×D×H
680 × 70 × 22
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NEOREST
SG
MH
NC

BIDET, WALLHUNG with tap hole and overflow
Product Code
BW762Y
W×D×H
380 × 530 × 335
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

CF

PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00022
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Colour
white

	can be combined with all TOTO WCs
of NC and MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

LUMINIST

WASHLET EK 2.0 seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6632G#NW1
TCF6632SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6632GE#NW1 (UK)
W×D×H
480 × 527 × 173
Colour
white

WASHLET

white

SHOWERS

Colour

	can be combined with all TOTO WCs
of NC and MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

AUTO FAUCETS

WASHLET GL 2.0 incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6532G#NW1
TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6532GE#NW1 (UK)
W×D×H
390 × 523 × 188
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PAPER-HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH901
W×D×H
165 × 86 × 90
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
SPARE PAPER-HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YH901P
W×D×H
40 × 70 × 112
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
ROBE HOOK wall-mounted
Product Code
YA901
W×D×H
40 × 70 × 45
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
SOAP SHELF wall-mounted
Product Code
YAS901
W×D×H
110 × 128 × 48
Material
holder: brass, dish: glass
Colour
chrome
TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YAT901
W×D×H
66 × 106 × 95
Material
holder: brass, tumbler: glass
Colour
chrome
TOILET BRUSH AND HOLDER wall-mounted
Product Code
YAB901
W×D×H
94 × 132 × 350
Material
holder: brass, cup: glass
Colour
chrome

COUNTER CABINET with two drawers
Product Code
FU10016AUK-LW (white, mat lacquered)
FU10016AUK-VW (walnut veneer)
W×D×H
1000 × 580 × 180

	push-to-open mechanism
	can be combined with Drawer compartment FA10049A-SO, Vessel, round
LW760Y or Vessel, square LW761Y

COUNTER CABINET with two drawers
Product Code
FU10698AUK-LW (white, mat lacquered)
FU10698AUK-VW (walnut veneer)
W×D×H
1000 × 580 × 180

	push-to-open mechanism
	can be combined with Drawer compartment FA10049A-SO, Furniture wash
basin LW10624G

VANITY UNIT FOR HANDRINSE VESSEL
Product Code
FU10383U tap hole left side
(console: walnut veneer;
corpus: white high glossy)
FU10385U tap hole right side
(console: walnut veneer;
corpus: white high glossy)
W×D×H
500 × 350 × 210

	can be combined with handrinse vessel
LW10019G
	to be used with bidet trap

NEOREST

SIDE CABINET push-to-open mechanism
Product Code
FU10017A-LW
(left fastened, white, mat lacquered)
FU10017A-VW
(left fastened, walnut veneer)
FU10068A-LW
(right fastened, white, mat lacquered)
FU10068A-VW
(right fastened, walnut veneer)
W×D×H
350 × 200 × 800

delivery including 2 glass shelves

MH

SG

MIRROR illuminated, horizontal assembling possible
Product Code
MI10018B-WI
W×D×H
500 × 46 × 1000
Material
aluminium
Colour
white, illuminated

NC

MIRROR with LED illumination
Product Code
MI10015B-WI
W×D×H
700 × 46 × 900

installation: light panel left or right

CF

MIRROR with LED illumination
Product Code
MI10418U-WI
W×D×H
500 × 44 × 760
Material
aluminium
Colour
white, illuminated

TOTO PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE COMBINED WITH NC:

WASHLET

LUMINIST

SHOWER SET fitting proposal
Set contains of:
 1 × overhead shower, 300 mm, wall-mounted, round, DBX113CAMVE
1 × hand shower, 120 mm, VH10755N
1 × slide bar with shower holder, VHC600
1 × shower hose, VHC400
1 × shower elbow, VHC500
1 × thermostatic shower mixer with 2-way diverter, VB10169C

The furniture in this collection is
available in the following finishes:
matte white, walnut veneer

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

For further information please take a look at our shower chapter.

124 / 125 PRODUCTS CF

CF
CLEAN FUTURE
FOR PEOPLE
WHO EXPECT
MORE FROM
THE STANDARD.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies are
always at the cutting edge. In our CF collection you will find the following
TOTO technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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NEOREST
MH
NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
SHOWERS
AUTO FAUCETS

The Clean Future collection offers a strong standard at the high
level of quality synonymous with TOTO. The streamlined, understated design makes the bathroom collection ideal for every space.
It can also be combined with a number of different TOTO products.

SG

CF
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The versatile shower system can also
be combined with the CF series, shown
here with an overhead wall-mounted
shower. It enlarges the individual drops
of water to create a very full stream
without using any extra.

NEOREST

SHOWER

MH

Detailed information, p. 132

SG

The hand shower also uses very little
water.

The CF washbasins are characterised
by their clean lines, streamlined design
and straightforward functionality. Like
all TOTO washbasins, they include the
special CeFiONtect glaze, which makes
it more difficult for dirt to accumulate.
The simple design makes the CF washbasins very compatible with other
TOTO products. The CF washbasins are
available in two sizes: 650 and 850 mm.

NC

WASHBASIN

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

Detailed information, p. 132
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TOILET

The CF toilet has an impressively
understated design. It features the
three technologies that make all TOTO
toilets the most hygienic available on
the market. The special CeFiONtect
glaze keeps dirt from accumulating, the
two-jet Tornado Flush ensures very
thorough cleaning, and the rimless
bowl design makes the toilet easy to
clean. The CF toilet is suitable for every
bathroom with a standard of maximum
hygiene.
Detailed information, p. 132

CF WASHLET

The CF WASHLET is the ideal starter
model for anyone wishing to enjoy the
advantages of a shower toilet in their
bathroom. In addition to the triedand-tested WASHLET technologies, it
includes the warm water spray, heated
seat, warm air dryer, deodoriser, memory function, automatic energy-saving
mode and remote control.
This WASHLET has a PreMist function.
This sprays the toilet bowl with water
before use, making it more difficult for
dirt and waste to accumulate.
Detailed information, p. 132

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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PRODUCT DETAILS
WASHBASIN 650 mm, with tap hole, with overflow
Product Code
LW136Y
W×D×H
654 × 483 × 160
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WASHBASIN 850 mm, with tap hole, with overflow
Product Code
LW137Y
W×D×H
854 × 483 × 170
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

HALF PEDESTAL incl. fixation set
Product Code
LW136HFY
W×D×H
200 × 290 × 295
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WC, WALLHUNG washdown
Product Code
CW132Y
W×D×H
355 × 540 × 345
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

WC SEAT removable, with soft-closing function and stainless steel hinges
Product Code
VC130 (with soft-closing function)
VC130U10 (without soft-closing function)
W×D×H
361 × 432 × 52
Material
urea resin
Colour
white
WASHLET CF incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6530G#NW1
TCF6530SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6530GE#NW1 (UK)
W×D×H
390 × 480 × 188
Colour
white

TOTO PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE COMBINED WITH CF:
PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00022
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Colour
white

	can be combined with Half pedestal
LW136HFY

	can be combined with Half pedestal
LW136HFY

	can be combined with Washbasin
LW136Y or Washbasin LW137Y

	WASHLET CF or WC seat VC130U10
or WC seat VC130 or WC seat ring
VC130V1

	can be combined with WC, wallhung
CW132Y

	required accessories: WC, wallhung
CW132Y
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

NEOREST
SG

SHOWER SET fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 × overhead shower 300 mm, square, DBX114CAMVE
 	1 × hand shower, 150 mm, VH10754N
	1 × shower hose, VHC400
	1 × shower-holder and elbow DBX111VE
	1 × thermostatic shower mixer with diverter DB421VE

PAPER-HOLDER NC wall-mounted
Product Code
YH901
W×D×H
165 × 86 × 90
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NC

TOWEL BAR NC 680 mm
Product Code
YT901S6
W×D×H
680 × 70 × 22
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

CF

TOWEL BAR NC 380 mm
Product Code
YT901S3
W×D×H
380 × 70 × 22
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

MH

For further information please take a look at our shower chapter.

MIRROR NC illuminated, horizontal assembling possible
Product Code
MI10018B-WI
W×D×H
500 × 46 × 1000
Material
aluminium
Colour
white, illuminated

WASHLET
SHOWERS

TOILET BRUSH AND HOLDER NC wall-mounted
Product Code
YAB901
W×D×H
94 × 132 × 350
Material
holder: brass, tumbler: glass
Colour
chrome

AUTO FAUCETS

TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER NC wall-mounted
Product Code
YAT901
W×D×H
66 × 106 × 95
Material
holder: brass, tumbler: glass
Colour
chrome

LUMINIST

SOAP-HOLDER NC wall-mounted
Product Code
YAS901
W×D×H
110 × 128 × 48
Material
holder: brass, dish: glass
Colour
chrome
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LUMINIST
THE YIN AND
YANG IN YOUR
BATHROOM.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies
are always at the cutting edge. In LUMINIST, TOTO has developed an
exceptional material:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC
Detailed information, p. 142

Whichever LUMINIST washbasin you
choose, you can be sure it will become
the highlight of your bathroom. As the
water flows into the washbasin, the
translucent material appears to dance.
The vessel basin is available in a choice
of circular or rectangular designs and
in the colour crystal snow.

LUMINIST

TOTO has created in LUMINIST an
epoxy resin material that combines
the visual appeal of frosted glass with
extreme durability and heat resistance. It has a glass-like appearance,
yet is warm and silky to the touch and
appears to glow, thanks to the diffused light which shines through from
beneath.

CF

LUMINIST VESSEL BASIN

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

Award LUMINIST/S

138 / 139 PRODUCTS LUMINIST

LUNA VESSEL BASIN

Bring the glory of nature into your bath
room with the Luna washbasin. The
effect of the basin’s LED illumination
is not unlike witnessing the corona in
a solar eclipse, making it the central
feature of any bathroom.
While draining away, the water seems
to cascade unseen over the edge of an
inlaid circular base, which is available
in pure white or contrasting black.
Detailed information, p. 142
Award

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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Detailed information, p. 142
Awards

NEOREST

This bathtub enhances the combination
of light and water for relaxing, beautiful
effects. The bathtub’s gentle shimmer,
created using LEDs, underscores the
clarity of the design and creates an
ambience of well-being throughout the
bathroom.

SG

BATHTUB

NC

The beautiful LUMINIST washbasin
creates sensuality in the bathroom.
It received the red dot design award
for its outstanding design in 2009. The
integrated LEDs installed beneath the
innovative LUMINIST create a beautiful
impression. The translucent material
has a soft, velvety texture that is also
highly durable.

MH

WASHBASIN

Detailed information, p. 142

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

Awards
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PRODUCT DETAILS
WASHBASIN 750 mm, incl. LED lighting
(washbasin without pre-drilled holes)
Product Code
MR720M
W×D×H
Material
Colour

750 × 450 × 109
hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)
white

	required accessories: Transformer
PRL100, Junction cable 0.5 m PZ6080
or 10 m PZ6084

LUMINIST/R VESSEL round
Product Code
MRZ700BCB1
W×D×H
400 × 400 × 110
Material
hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)
Colour
Crystal Snow

LUMINIST/S VESSEL square
Product Code
MRZ710BCB1
W×D×H
500 × 320 × 115
Material
hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)
Colour
Crystal Snow

LUMINIST / LUNA VESSEL incl. LED lighting
Product Code
MRZ740BPA1 (Crystal Snow, w
 hite inlaid base)
MRZ740BPA6 (Crystal Snow, b
 lack inlaid base)
W×D×H
Material

397 × 397 × 110
hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)

BATHTUB incl. LED lighting and siphon
Product Code
PKL1820
W×D×H
1.800 × 950 × 640
Material
hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)
Colour
white

	necessary accessories for LED lighting:
Transformer PRL100, Junction cable,
0.5 m PZ6080 or 10 m PZ6084

	necessary accessories for LED lighting:
Transformer PRL100, Junction cable
10 m PZ6084

NEOREST

TOTO PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE COMBINED WITH LUMINIST:

SG

AUTO FAUCET, CURVED, HIGH, ROUND 4 l/min
Product Code
DLE110A2NE4
W×D×H
50 × 161 × 333
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NC

in combination with control unit:

available until 3/2016

LUMINIST
WASHLET

	required accessories: Control unit,
cold water TN789V565 or Control unit,
thermostatic mixer TN7810V565

CF

in combination with control unit:

SHOWERS

AUTO FAUCET 4 l/min, concealed
Product Code
DLE105E
W×D×H
60 × 194 × 84
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

AUTO FAUCETS

AUTO FAUCET, CURVED, HIGH 3 l/min and 4 l/min
Product Code
TEN12AWV505
W×D×H
50 × 162 × 327
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

MH

available from 3/2016
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THE BATHROOM
OF THE FUTURE
IS JAPANESE.
COURTESY OF
TOTO.
Comfort, convenience, technology, and sustainability
don’t necessarily have to be mutually exclusive. With TOTO
WASHLETs, you can have them all. They offer everything
you need to create the luxury bathroom of the future. TOTO,
as inventor of the washlet, has been working for 30 years
to optimise its technology, helping to bring hygiene, comfort,
convenience, and sustainability to the bathroom. It’s a mission to which over 36 million TOTO WASHLETs around the
world bear witness – every single day.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies are
always at the cutting edge. All our WASHLETs feature the following TOTO
technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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NEOREST

Every WASHLET is an embodiment
of TOTO’s core philosophy of perfectly
combining design and function.

SG

WASHLET TECHNOLOGY

Detailed information, p. 164

NC
CF
LUMINIST

Nearly all TOTO WASHLETS include the
PreMist function. This sprays the toilet
bowl with water before use, making
it more difficult for dirt and waste to
accumulate.

WASHLET

The latest generation of WASHLETs is
self-cleaning, and actively fights waste
and bacteria.

SHOWERS

But TOTO WASHLETs have even more
features. Depending on the model, the
seat can be heated to keep it warm and
comfy, sensors can relieve you of the
need to use your hands for things such
as opening and closing the lid, a deodoriser can absorb unpleasant odours,
and a dryer function can greatly reduce
the need for toilet paper.

AUTO FAUCETS

The core feature of every WASHLET
is an innovative integrated wand which
uses warm water to provide personal
cleansing, providing hitherto unparalleled levels of hygiene. The temperature, position and pressure of the water
jet can be individually customised
according to your personal preferences
and requirements. The wand then
cleans itself after every use.

MH

In order to ensure that they bring the
very highest levels of comfort and
convenience to the bathroom, TOTO
WASHLETs feature a range of inno
vative technologies.
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NEXT GENERATION WASHLETS

The new Actilight (NEOREST AC) and
ewater+ (NEOREST EW) WASHLET
technologies are setting new standards
in hygiene.
The new ewater+ technology supports
the active decomposition of bacteria
on the ceramic surface.

TOILET BOWL SPRAYED WITH EWATER+

The WASHLET sprays the toilet bowl
with electrolysed water. This antibacterial water prevents waste from
accumulating.
This technology is now available in all
NEOREST and SG WASHLETs.
People with higher standards can take
one step further with the NEOREST
AC. It looks the same, but the ceramic
bowl features the proven zirconium
coating with its outstanding hydrophilic
properties. It combines with the water
film to easily wash the waste away.
The UV light integrated in the lid is
activated once the lid is closed.
Combined with the special zirconium
coating, the light triggers a decomposition process to eliminate the waste
and bacteria. The result is a hygienic
and clean toilet that no longer requires
a toilet brush.
Detailed information, p. 164

NEOREST EW TOILET BOWL WITH CEFIONTECT GLAZE

NEOREST AC TOILET BOWL WITH ZIRCONIUM COATING

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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TOTO WASHLETS
AN OVERVIEW

NEOREST AC

WASHLET SG

NEOREST EW

WASHLET GL 2.0

WASHLET EK 2.0

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

GIOVANNONI WASHLET
CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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The NEOREST WASHLET is available 
in two versions: the NEOREST AC 
(Actilight) and NEOREST EW (ewater+).
They look the same, but work in different ways. Actilight technology uses a
UV light and zirconium-coated ceramic
to destroy waste and bacteria. The electrolysed ewater+ has an antibacterial,
cleansing effect.

The WASHLET also has a sensoractivated lid which opens and closes
by itself, an automatic flush and an
adjustable dryer. The heated seat and
deodoriser ensure that your visit to the
bathroom is more pleasant. The wand
for personal cleansing is, of course, individually adjustable. All the functions,
including the water jet temperature,
pressure and position, can be conveniently adjusted using the remote control.

Of course, the NEOREST toilet’s seat
isn’t kept heated at all times. Instead,
a memory function records the user’s
preferences for 14 days. The toilet then
switches to energy-saving mode as
required.
The water for the NEOREST WASHLET
warm water spray is heated by a
continuous-flow water heater instead
of being stored in an additional tank.
This means unlimited warm water for
intimate cleansing.

NEOREST

The PreMist function makes it difficult
for dirt and bacteria to accumulate from
the outset. The toilet bowl is sprayed
with water before use, because dirt does
not stick as well to wet ceramic surfaces.

SG

The NEOREST AC WASHLET is the
first self-cleaning WASHLET. In addition to the proven WASHLET technologies, the NEOREST WASHLET actively
fights the formation of dirt and bacteria.

MH

WASHLET NEOREST

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

Detailed information, p. 164
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SG WASHLET

The SG WASHLET offers all the stan
dard features available in all other
TOTO WASHLETs. In addition to the
characteristic warm water spray,
the WASHLET has a heated seat, an
odour-absorbing deodoriser, dryer, and
the ewater+ function. The WASHLET
sprays the toilet bowl with electrolysed water. This antibacterial water
prevents waste from accumulating.
Instead of being stored in an additional
tank, the water for the SG WASHLET
warm water spray is heated by a continuous-flow water heater. This means
unlimited warm water for intimate
cleansing.
Detailed information, p. 164

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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NEOREST

seat, a deodoriser, and a remote control,
all of which will bring new levels of
comfort, convenience and hygiene to
your bathroom. Once you have expirienced them, you’ll never again want to
be without them. The rimless design,
Tornado Flush and special CeFiONtect
glaze make the WASHLET complete,
whilst its aesthetics and functionality
ensure that it’s a must-have object for
any bathroom.

MH

This WASHLET is the product of an
international design partnership
between TOTO and the renowned
Italian designer Stefano Giovannoni,
uniquely combining functional technology and high-quality Italian design.
The WASHLET also offers many of the
unique features you’d expect from a
TOTO WASHLET, even though you
can’t tell from the outside. There’s a
wand with a warm-water jet, a heated

SG

GIOVANNONI WASHLET

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

Detailed information, p. 164
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GL 2.0 WASHLET

The GL 2.0 WASHLET can be combined
with the TOTO NC and MH toilets.
The WASHLET GL 2.0 features all TOTO
comfort technologies, including the
adjustable warm water spray, temperature control, different types of sprays,
a heated seat, a deodorizer, and drying
function. Two users can save preferred
settings and activate them at the touch
of a button using the remote control.
Detailed information, p. 164

The toilet bowl is sprayed with water
before use, which makes it more difficult for dirt and waste to accumulate.
When not used for extended periods of
time, the GL 2.0 WASHLET automatically switches to energy-saving mode.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST
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MH

SG
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NEOREST
MH

The EK 2.0 WASHLET is compatible
with the NC and MH series toilets.
Users can activate all functions using
the side control panel. It is possible to
choose the temperature and type of the
warm water spray, set the seat temper
ature and activate the dryer function.
The EK 2.0 WASHLET learns the habits
of its users and automatically switches
to energy-saving mode on this basis.
Like all TOTO WASHLETs, it also has
an automatic, sensor-activated seat.

SG

EK 2.0 WASHLET

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

Detailed information, p. 164
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CF WASHLET

The CF WASHLET fits on the CF series
toilets, as well as most other conventional toilet bowls.
It is easy to activate all functions by
remote control, including the type and
temperature of the warm water spray
for intimate cleansing.
This model also has a dryer, a filter
system to fight unpleasant odours, and
automatically switches to energy-saving mode when not in use for extended
periods of time.
Detailed information, p. 164
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PRODUCT DETAILS
NEOREST AC incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF996WG#NW1
WASHLET
TCF996WSW#NW1 (CH)
TCF996WGE#NW1 (UK)
Product Code WC CW996P#NW1
W×D×H
WASHLET
423 × 675 × 119
WC
423 × 666 × 410
Material
WC: ceramic
Colour
white

NEOREST EW incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF994WG#NW1
WASHLET
TCF994WSW#NW1 (CH)
TCF994WGE#NW1 (UK)
Product Code WC CW994P#NW1
W×D×H
WASHLET
423 × 675 × 119
WC
423 × 666 × 410
Material
WC: ceramic
Colour
white

	required accessories: NEOREST AC,
WC wallhung CW996P#NW1, Motor
unit for automatic flushing E00004
	For combination with push plate
E00003 or E00005 use pre-wall installation set 1.120 mm T9300048, 980 mm
T9300051

	required accessories: NEOREST EW,
WC wallhung CW994P#NW1, Motor
unit for automatic flushing E00004
	For combination with push plate
E00003 or push plate E00005 use
pre-wall installation set 1.120 mm
T9300048, 980 mm T9300051

PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00003
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Material
glass
Colour
white
PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00005
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Material
hybrid epoxy resin (LUMINIST)
Colour
white
REMOTE CONTROL STAND with paper holder, floor standing
Product Code
YH63SDT1
W×D×H
260 × 260 × 845
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
	photo shows stand incl. remote
control, not included

WASHLET SG incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF403EGV1
WASHLET
Product Code WC CW512YR
W×D×H
WASHLET
390 × 575 × 132
WC
390 × 582 × 339
Material
ceramic
Colour
white

in combination with SG WC:

	We recommend pre-wall installation set,
1,120 mm T9300000 and upgrade set
T9880039A WC, wallhung CW512YR,
Metallic cover 7EE0007 or Resin cover
9AE0017

NEOREST
SG

UPGRADE SET FOR WASHLET SG for Installation frame,
for a simplified installation
Product Code
T9880039A
METALLIC COVER for SG WC, wallhung
Product Code
7EE0007
Colour
silver

WASHLET CF incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6530G#NW1
WASHLET
TCF6530SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6530GE#NW1 (UK)
Product Code WC CW132Y
W×D×H
WASHLET
390 × 480 × 188
WC
355 × 540 × 345
Colour
white
PUSH PLATE in combination with TECE installation frame
Product Code
E00022
W×D×H
220 × 5 × 150
Colour
white

NC
	required accessories: WC, wallhung
CW132Y
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

LUMINIST

CF
	can be combined with all TOTO WCs
of NC and MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

WASHLET

WASHLET EK 2.0 seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6632G#NW1
TCF6632SW (CH)
TCF6632GE#NW1 (UK)
W×D×H
478 × 523 × 188
Colour
white

	can be combined with all TOTO WCs
of NC and MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	For combination with push plate
E00022 use pre-wall installation set
1.120 mm T9300000, 980 mm T9300022
or 820 mm T9300001

SHOWERS

WASHLET GL 2.0 incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing function
Product Code
TCF6532G#NW1
WASHLET
TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6532GE#NW1 (UK)
W×D×H
390 × 523 × 188
Colour
white

	required accessories: Giovannoni WC,
wallhung CW882Y
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039
	for combination with push plate E00022
use pre-wall installation set 1.120 mm
T9300000, 980 mm T9300022 or 820
mm T9300001

AUTO FAUCETS

GIOVANNONI WASHLET incl. remote control
Product Code
TCF892G
WASHLET
TCF892SW (CH)
TCF892GE (UK)
Product Code WC CW882Y
W×D×H
WASHLET
436 × 537 × 206
WC
430 × 543 × 337
Material
WC: ceramic
Colour
white

MH

RESIN COVER for SG WC, wallhung CW512YR
Product Code
9AE0017
Material
acrylic resin
Colour
white
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SHOWERS
SAVING WATER
AND ENJOYING
A RELAXING 
SHOWER CAN GO
HAND-IN-HAND.
Conserving resources in your everyday life does not mean
giving up comfort. Thanks to TOTO’s shower technologies,
people can still enjoy a luxurious shower every day without
a guilty conscience.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies
are always at the cutting edge. All our showers feature the following TOTO
technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC

WATERPILLAR

AERIAL SHOWER

CASCADE FLOW

Individual shower preferences are as
unique as people’s individual tastes
for their morning coffee. TOTO offers a
wide range of combinations and installation options to ensure that they meet
every requirement. There is an ideal
solution for every need, from people
who take quick, efficient showers to
Detailed information, p. 176

those who enjoy a more luxurious experience. You can choose from a single
to a multifunctional shower head. You
can experience a comfortable shower
while saving water with our Aerial
Shower feature, or enjoy some variety
with the Gyrostream and Cascade Flow
functions.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST
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SHOWERSYSTEM

The shower system delivers the
maximum in flexibility. The individual
elements can be combined as desired
and are compatible with all TOTO
collections.
The large overhead shower embedded
in the ceiling has three different types
of sprays. It saves a great deal of water
for its size. The hand-held units are
Detailed information, p. 176

available in two different diameters,
namely 120 and 150 mm, and offer one
or three different types of sprays.
The shower heads are available in
round and square shapes, and can be
mounted to the ceiling or wall. All overhead showers include the water-saving
Aerial Pulse technology.
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SHOWERS

The TOTO shower system offers the versatility people need in their homes today.
The hand shower has three different
sprays that can be selected using the dial.
The four Gyrostream jets embedded in
the wall massage and stimulate the body,
engulfing it completely with water.
Detailed information, p. 176
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NEOREST
SG
MH
NC

The large overhead shower embedded
in the ceiling has the distinctive Water
Pillar function. A heavy, voluminous
stream of water flows out of the shower
head, enveloping the body like a second
layer of skin without splashing.

LUMINIST

The water-saving TOTO shower system
can be combined with a wide range of
different options. It is the perfect addition to every bathroom.

CF

SHOWERS

SHOWERS
AUTO FAUCETS

Detailed information, p. 176

WASHLET

The shower heads aerate the water to
create a fuller flow of water while using
the same amount of water.
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PRODUCT DETAILS
SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
4 × Gyrostream body shower, DBX116-1CVE
1 × overhead shower, 600 mm, with 3 types of spray DBX117CAVE
1 × hand shower, 150 mm, with 3 types of spray VH10756N
1 × shower holder and elbow, DBX111VE
1 × hose, VHC400
1 × thermostatic shower mixer with volume control, DB420VE
3 × valve on/off, DB351VE

SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 × overhead shower, 600 mm, with 3 types of spray DBX117CAVE
1  × hand shower, 150 mm, with 3 types of spray VH10756N
1 × thermostatic shower mixer with diverter DB421VE
1 × 3-way diverter DB351VE
1 × shower-holder and elbow DBX111VE
1 × shower hose VHC400

SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 × overhead shower, 300 mm, wall-mounted, round, DBX113CAMVE
1 × hand shower, 120 mm 3 mode, VH10757N
1 × shower hose, VHC400
1 × shower elbow, VHC500
1 × shower hook, VHC550
1 × thermostatic shower mixer with 2-way diverter, VB10169C

SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 × hand shower, 120 mm, VH10755N
1 × slide bar with shower holder, VHC600
1 × shower hose VHC400
1 × single lever shower mixer, VM10051C

NEOREST

OVERHEAD SHOWER 300 mm, square, ceiling-mounted
Product Code
DBX114-1CAMVE
W×D×H
300 × 300 × 185
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

MH
	required accessories: 3-way diverter
DB351VE

NC

OVERHEAD SHOWER 600 mm, ceiling-mounted with 3 mode
Product Code
DBX117CAVE
W×D×H
600 × 80 × 530
Material
stainless-steel
Colour
stainless-steel

SG

SHOWER SYSTEM fitting proposal
Set contains of:
1 × overhead shower, 600 mm, 3 types of spray, DBX117CAVE
1 × 3 way changing valve, DB351VE
1 × thermostatic shower mixer with volume control, DB420VE

HAND SHOWER, 150 MM
Product Code
VH10754N
W×D×H
150 × 76 × 307
Material
plastic
Colour
chrome
HAND SHOWER, 120 MM with 3 types of spray
Product Code
VH10757N
W×D×H
120 × 71 × 276
Material
plastic
Colour
chrome
HAND SHOWER, 120 MM
Product Code
VH10755N
W×D×H
120 × 71 × 275
Material
plastic
Colour
chrome

LUMINIST
WASHLET

HAND SHOWER, 150 MM with 3 mode
Product Code
VH10756N
W×D×H
150 × 76 × 307
Material
plastic
Colour
chrome

SHOWERS

OVERHEAD SHOWER 300 mm, round, wall-mounted
Product Code
DBX113CAMVE
W×D×H
300 × 559 × 152
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

AUTO FAUCETS

OVERHEAD SHOWER 300 mm, round, ceiling-mounted
Product Code
DBX113-1CAMVE
W×D×H
300 × 300 × 185
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

CF

OVERHEAD SHOWER 300 mm, square, wall-mounted
Product Code
DBX114CAMVE
W×D×H
300 × 559 × 152
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
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SINGLE LEVER SHOWER MIXER exposed
Product Code
VM10051C
W×D×H
274 × 113 × 112
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
SINGLE LEVER BATH AND SHOWER MIXER exposed
Product Code
VM10052C
W×D×H
285 × 196 × 112
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER exposed
Product Code
VB10053C
W×D×H
321 × 123 × 67
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
THERMOSTATIC BATH AND SHOWER MIXER exposed
Product Code
VB10054C
W×D×H
321 × 212 × 67
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
SINGLE LEVER SHOWER MIXER concealed
Product Code
VB10055C
W×D×H
150 × 134 × 160
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SINGLE LEVER BATH AND SHOWER MIXER concealed
Product Code
VB10056C
W×D×H
160 × 149 × 160
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER WITH 2-WAY DIVERTER concealed
Product Code
VB10169C
W×D×H
160 × 192 × 220
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER WITH VOLUME CONTROL
concealed
Product Code
VB10170C
W×D×H
160 × 192 × 220
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

GYROSTREAM BODY SHOWER
Product Code
DBX116-1CVE
W×D×H
100 × 75 × 100
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
ON/OFF VALVE concealed
Product Code
DB346VE
W×D×H
100 × 139 × 100
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
3-WAY DIVERTER concealed
Product Code
DB351VE
W×D×H
100 × 193 × 100
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SINGLE LEVER SHOWER AND BATH MIXER WITH DIVERTER
concealed
Product Code
DB348VE
W×D×H
150 × 148 × 190
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

NEOREST
SG

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER WITH 2-WAY DIVERTER
concealed
Product Code
DB421VE
W×D×H
150 × 193 × 200
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

MH

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER WITH VOLUME CONTROL
concealed
Product Code
DB420VE
W×D×H
150 × 190 × 200
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

SHOWER ELBOW 1/2“
Product Code
VHC500
Material
plastic
Colour
chrome

SLIDE BAR WITH SHOWER HOLDER
Product Code
VHC600 (84 × 156 × 874; Ø 18)
VH10060U (84 × 156 × 874; Ø 24)
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

CF
LUMINIST

VHC400
Length: 1.500 mm
plastic
chrome

WASHLET

HOSE
Product Code
W×D×H
Material
Colour

SHOWERS

VHC550
brass
chrome

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWER HOOK
Product Code
Material
Colour

NC

SHOWER HOLDER AND ELBOW concealed
Product Code
DBX111VE
W×D×H
150 × 69 × 65
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
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AUTOMATIC FAUCETS
A UNIQUE
FAUCET THAT
GENERATES
ITS OWN
POWER SUPPLY.
TOTO’s automatic faucets combine user-friendliness and
sustainability in a single product. They can be used wherever
it’s important to save energy and maintain good hygiene.

Whether design, comfort, hygiene, or sustainability, TOTO technologies
are always at the cutting edge. Our automatic faucets feature the following
TOTO technologies:

For technologies, please see page 187 onwards
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1

2

4

5

AUTOMATIC FAUCETS

Although these sensor-activated faucets
were originally developed for use in
public areas, they work just as well in
guest bathrooms.
An integrated sensor is able to detect
hand movement and thus ensure
that just the right amount of water is
Detailed information, p. 184
Award Automatic faucet (2)

dispensed. It’s so finely tuned that it
only registers hand movement directly
below the spout and, therefore, does 
not activate the water flow when you’re
cleaning the washbasin.
A built-in generator harnesses the 
flow of the water to power the sensor,

eliminating the need to connect it to
the power supply.
Our automatic faucets are available
with an external control unit which is
fitted below the washbasin.

NEOREST
NC

MH

SG

3

Image 1:
Automatic faucet with integrated
control unit and thermostat
Image 2-6:
Automatic faucets with external
control unit

AUTO FAUCETS

Our automatic faucets are available both
with and without a thermostat. Models
with an external control unit come
with a range of flow rates, either as
a thermostatic mixer or pre mixed
water, single supply Installation.

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

6
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PRODUCT DETAILS
INTEGRATED SELFPOWER FAUCET with thermostatic unit, 2l/min
Product Code
TEXN20ALV300
W×D×H
57 × 191 × 151
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

AUTO FAUCET, CURVED 3 l/min and 4 l/min
Product Code
TEN40AWV105
W×D×H
50 × 146 × 114
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

in combination with control unit:

AUTO FAUCET, MODERN CURVED 4 l/min
Product Code
TEN12AWV105
W×D×H
50 × 161 × 169
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

in combination with control unit:

	required accessories: Control unit

	required accessories: Control unit

AUTO FAUCET, CURVED, HIGH
3 l/min and 4 l/min
Product Code
TEN12AWV505
W×D×H
50 × 162 × 327
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
available until 3/2016

in combination with control unit:

	required accessories: Control unit

AUTO FAUCET, CURVED, HIGH, ROUND
4 l/min
Product Code
DLE110A2NE4
W×D×H
50 × 161 × 333
Material
brass
Colour
chrome
available from 3/2016

	required accessories: Control unit

NEOREST
in combination with control unit:

SG

AUTO FAUCET 4 l/min, concealed
Product Code
DLE105ER
W×D×H
60 × 194 × 84
Material
brass
Colour
chrome

	required accessories: Control unit

MH

CONTROL UNIT, COLD WATER, SINGLE FEED
Product Code
TN789V465 (3 l/min)
TN789V565 (4 l/min)
W×D×H
78 × 160 × 216
Colour
chrome / white
available until 3/2016

NC

CONTROL UNIT, THERMOSTATIC MIXER
Product Code
TN7810V465 (3 l/min)
TN7810V565 (4 l/min)
W×D×H
165 × 166 × 208
Colour
chrome / white
available until 3/2016

CF

CONTROL UNIT, COLD WATER 4 l/min
Product Code
DLE124DHE4
W×D×H
117 × 105 × 178
Colour
chrome / white
available from 3/2016

WASHLET
SHOWERS

	required accessories: Control unit,
cold water DLE124DHE4

AUTO FAUCETS

available from 3/2016

LUMINIST

UPGRADE SET FOR CONTROL UNIT 4 l/min, to be used for additional
warm water usage
Product Code
DLE424SMAE
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INTELLIGENT
TECHNOLOGY
DOESN’T HAVE
TO BE VISIBLE.
OUR
INNOVATIONS.
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AT A GLANCE:
TECHNOLOGY
AND INNOVATION
WASHLET
TECHNOLOGIES
Warm water Heated
nozzle
seat

NEOREST
NEOREST AC ****
NEOREST EW ****
WASHBASIN SET*
SG
WC
WASHLET ****
WASHBASIN SET
MH
TOILET
GL 2.0 ****
EK 2.0 ****
WASHBASIN SET
BIDET
FAUCETS ***
NC
TOILET
GL 2.0 ****
EK 2.0 ****
WASHBASIN SET
BIDET
CF
TOILET
WASHLET ****
WASHBASIN SET *
LUMINIST
LUMINIST ROUND
AND SQUARE
LUNA
WASHBASIN SET
BATHTUB
WASHLET
NEOREST AC ****
NEOREST EW ****
SG ****
GIOVANNONI ****
GL 2.0 ****
EK 2.0 ****
CF ****
AUTOMATIC
FAUCETS
AUTOMATIC
FAUCETS
SHOWER SYSTEM
SHOWER SYSTEM
* 	
Washbasin with faucet
** 	 Bathtub with faucet
*** 	 Washbasin, bidet, shower, and bathtub faucets
**** combined with TOTO ceramic toilet

SHOWER
TECHNOLOGIES
Deodoriser

Dryer

PreMist

Auto
Functions

ewater+

Actilight

Aerial
Shower

Aerial
Pulse

Water Pillar

TOILET
TECHNOLOGIES
Cascade
Flow

Tornado
Gyrostream Flush

Rimless
design

FAUCET
TECHNOLOGIES
Auto
CeFiONtect functions

SMA

WASHBASIN
TECHNOLOGIES
SelfPower

EcoCap

CeFiONtect LUMINIST

Watersaving

4.5 l flush
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WASHLET TECHNOLOGIES
WARM WATER SPRAY
ADJUSTABLE SELF-CLEANING WAND
JET SYSTEM
The wand jet system technology makes
it possible to use water for intimate
cleansing. The result is an entirely new
level of hygiene, because water cleans
more thoroughly than paper.
The position, temperature and pressure
of the spray can be adjusted as desired.
The wand jet cleans itself automatically
after use.

Advantages: Everyday comfort,
a clean feeling, self-cleaning jet,
less paper used

NEOREST
SG
MH

LADY SPRAY

The comfort spray is designed to clean
the rear part of the intimate area. The
jet sprays a single stream of water with
strong, yet comfortable pressure – for
thorough cleaning without splashing.

This type of spray also cleans the rear
part of the intimate area. This stream of
water has a larger radius, and cleans a
larger area. Less water pressure makes
for a soft, gentle cleaning experience.

This spray creates large, soft drops
of water for comfortable cleansing.
The result: a clean and fresh feeling.

OSCILLATING
COMFORT SPRAY

MASSAGE SPRAY

ADJUSTABLE WATER
PRESSURE

It is possible to turn on the oscillating
function parallel to the various spray
types. The wand jet moves in and out
to thoroughly clean very large areas.
For an all-round feeling of cleanliness.

You can also choose the massage function. This changes the water pressure
independently, switching between
softer and stronger streams of water.

The water pressure is easily adjusted
to five different levels in line with the
user’s needs.

ADJUSTABLE
POSITION

CONTINUOUS-FLOW
WATER HEATER

Every user has different needs. You can
adjust the position of the wand jet for
every user.

Our NEOREST AC and EW WASHLETS
as well as the SG WASHLET are
equipped with a continuous-flow water
heater, which provides unlimited
warm water for intimate cleansing.

NC

SOFT COMFORT
SPRAY

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

COMFORT SPRAY
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WASHLET TECHNOLOGIES
HEATED SEAT
ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE
The temperature of the heated seat can
be chosen as desired. The seat even
starts warming up before anyone sits
down. During extended periods when
not in use, such as overnight, it automatically switches to power save mode
and reduces the seat temperature.
Several models have a memory function
that saves daily usage patterns and
automatically activates the power save
mode on this basis.
Advantages: The ideal temperature at
the touch of a button

DEODORISER
FILTER SYSTEM TO ABSORB ODOURS
The air purifier ensures that the air
around the toilet is kept fresh during
and after use by passing it through
a powerful, effective filter. The air is
sucked in and passed through the
filter inside the WASHLET, purifying
it and eliminating unpleasant odours.
Advantages: Eliminates unpleasant
odours, helps promote a feeling of
cleanliness

DRYER
WARM AIR JET
The adjustable dryer quickly dries the
intimate area after cleansing with the
warm water spray.
Advantages: A feeling of well-bring,
reduces the need for toilet paper

NEOREST

The PreMist function ensures the greatest possible hygiene from the very first
moment. The toilet bowl is sprayed
with water prior to use. This film of
water over the CeFiONtect glaze helps
eliminate dirt and waste 80 % better
with each flush.

MH

SG

PREMIST
MISTS THE TOILET BOWL

These auto functions not only provide
ease of use and convenience, but also
another key benefit: There’s no need
to touch the toilet, increasing the level
of hygiene in the bathroom.

WASHLET

For a bathroom to be comfortable, it
has to ease the stress of everyday life.
TOTO’s NEOREST series does just that
with its range of integrated, automatic,
sensor-activated functions, including
the self-opening and -closing toilet lid,
the automatic air purifier and the selfactivating flush.

SHOWERS

AUTO FUNCTIONS
SENSOR-ACTIVATED TECHNOLOGIES

LUMINIST

CF

NC

Advantages: Less cleaning required,
fewer cleansers needed, saves time,
cleanliness means greater comfort

AUTO FAUCETS

Advantages: Ease of use, no need to
touch the toilet, regulates energy consumption
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WASHLET TECHNOLOGIES
EWATER+
ELECTROLYSED WATER WITH
ANTIBACTERIAL PROPERTIES
The WASHLET sprays the ceramic with
a fine mist of water. The reason: Less
sticks to a moist ceramic surface than a
dry one. After use, the toilet is sprayed
with electrolysed processed water, also
known as ewater+. This water has an
antibacterial effect. This antibacterial
water thoroughly cleans the toilet.

Regular water is electrolysed to give it
a slightly acidic pH value. The ewater+
is completely environmentally friendly
and can be returned to the water cycle
without worry.
Advantages: No chemical additives,
antibacterial

NEOREST
SG

ACTILIGHT
SELF-CLEANING SURFACE

NC
CF
LUMINIST
WASHLET
SHOWERS

Advantages: Antibacterial, self-cleaning, breaks down waste

MH

once the lid is shut. This light triggers the decomposition process of the
waste particles on the zirconium-coated
surface. The result – a toilet that stays
clean over the long-term.

AUTO FAUCETS

TOTO has developed a self-cleaning
WASHLET with its new Actilight technology. Actilight consists of two phases
that actively fight waste and bacteria.
Prior to the first use, the WASHLET
sprays the toilet bowl with water. Once
the toilet is flushed, the WASHLET
sprays the bowl with electrolysed
water. This water has an antibacterial
effect and prevents waste from accumulating. The toilet bowl also has a special
hydrophilic zirconium-coated surface,
which helps the electrolysed water simply wash the waste away. The toilet lid
features a UV light which is activated
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TOILET TECHNOLOGIES
TOTO developed all the toilet technologies used in its products. The company
has also continued to improve them
consistently since 2002.

These technologies are standard in every TOTO toilet, and ensure the greatest
possible hygiene as demonstrated in
expert reports and studies.

TORNADO FLUSH
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
TWO- OR THREE-JET FLUSH
Tornado Flush is most important feature of each TOTO toilet. Available in
two- and three-jet versions, Tornado
Flush ensures the greatest possible
hygiene and minimise the amount of
cleansers needed.
This is possible because the water
is used differently in the toilet bowl:
Instead of water simply flowing from
top to bottom, two or three jets create
a powerful whirlpool effect that thoroughly washes away all dirt and waste
like a tornado.

In addition to ensuring the greatest
possible hygiene, this system is especially quiet and water-saving. One flush
is often enough.
Advantages: Very quiet, inspired by
nature, the entire bowl is thoroughly
cleaned, fewer cleansers required

SG

NEOREST

TOTO toilet bowls’ rimless design helps
ensure that dirt and bacteria aren’t able
to collect in the first place. It also facilitates cleaning by ensuring that all areas
of the bowl are easily accessible and
minimises the need for toilet cleaner –
making cleaning easier for you and
kinder to the environment.

MH

RIMLESS DESIGN
RIMLESS CERAMIC TOILET BOWLS

No matter how often you clean them,
bacteria build up in the minute crevices
of the uneven surface. However, our
CeFiONtect glaze creates a smooth
surface so that dirt has nothing to hold
on to. The special CeFiONtect glaze is
applied to the surface before the firing
process and is extremely hard-wearing,
thus ensuring natural long-lasting surface protection and cleanliness.
Hygiene comes as standard in every
TOTO bathroom.
Advantages: Easier to clean, dirtresistant, minimises the amount of
toilet cleaner required

LUMINIST
WASHLET

This extremely smooth glaze is redefining cleanliness and hygiene on ceramic
surfaces. Though invisible to the naked
eye, the ridges of untreated ceramic
surfaces appear like small mountain
ranges under the microscope.

SHOWERS

Our special CeFiONtect glaze is applied
to all TOTO ceramics, ensuring a longlasting shine, and most importantly,
exceptional hygiene, as it’s nearly
impossible for dirt and mould to stick
to the surface.

AUTO FAUCETS

CeFiONtect
SPECIAL HYGIENIC GLAZE
FOR SMOOTH CERAMIC SURFACES

CF

NC

Advantages: Easier to clean, minimises
the need for toilet cleaner
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SHOWER TECHNOLOGIES
AERIAL SHOWER
AERATED WATER FOR THE SHOWER
Aerial Shower aerates the water to
make the shower experience much
more enjoyable. You feel as though
you’re standing below a particularly
full stream without any increase in the
amount of water being used. Aerating
the water is also a clever way of using 
it more efficiently.
Air is drawn in through the shower
head and added to the water, enlarging
the water droplets and causing them to
increase in volume. This makes it seem
as if you are being rinsed with more
water, making the shower a more enjoyable experience.

The benefits of Aerial Shower are twofold: It both reduces water consumption
and makes the shower experience more
luxurious. This is TOTO technology at
its best.
Advantages: Comfortable shower experience, uses less water

SG

NEOREST

TOTO shower heads are equipped with
the Aerial Pulse feature, which offers
outstanding comfort while using little
water. Air is drawn in through the
shower head and added to the water.
The shower head pulses the enlarged
water droplets as they fall for an invigorating and relaxing experience.

MH

AERIAL PULSE
AERATED WATER WITH
A PULSATING FUNCTION

LUMINIST
WASHLET

Advantages: Well-being, gentle shower
experience, nearly splash-free, wellness, keeps the entire body warm

SHOWERS

With its Water Pillar technology, TOTO
manages to control a single stream
of water so that it gently glides over
the entire body. The water is slowed
down considerably before it leaves the
shower head, which makes it far softer
when it hits the body – for a far more
comfortable experience. This system
reduces splashing and ensures an even,
steady stream of water.

AUTO FAUCETS

WATER PILLAR
LIGHT YET VOLUMINOUS STREAM OF WATER

CF

NC

Advantages: Reduces water consumption, a more enjoyable shower
experience
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SHOWER TECHNOLOGIES
CASCADE FLOW
WATERFALL-LIKE SHOWER EXPERIENCE FOR
MAXIMUM WARMING EFFECT
Cascade Flow technology creates a
shower experience similar to standing under a curved waterfall. A curved
slit in the shower head allows a wide
stream of water to flow, evenly warming and soothing the entire body for
long-lasting relaxation – even after the
shower.

Advantages: Consistently warm,
luxurious flow of water, outstanding
comfort

NEOREST
SG
MH

The bathroom is a place where health
and well-being take centre stage.
Gyrostream transforms the shower
into a mini spa. Gyrostream sprays
the water through rotating nozzles in
a precise, pulsating stream, distributing it more evenly over a wider area.
This creates a vortex that continuously
rinses the entire body with warm water
and, just like in a bathtub, keeps it
warm. The powerful water vortices also
provide a massaging effect – whether
from the jets embedded in the wall or
the multifunctional shower head.

NC

GYROSTREAM
SHOWER NOZZLES WITH ROTATING
AND PULSATING FUNCTION

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

Advantages: Massage function, consistently warm shower
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FAUCET TECHNOLOGIES
AUTO FUNCTIONS
SENSOR-ACTIVATED TECHNOLOGIES
For a bathroom to be comfortable, it
has to ease the stress of everyday life.
These auto functions not only provide
ease of use and convenience, but also
another key benefit: There’s no need
to touch the toilet, increasing the level
of hygiene in the bathroom.
Advantages: Ease of use, no need to
touch the toilet, regulates energy consumption

SMA
MAINTAINS A CONSTANT WATER TEMPERATURE
DESPITE FLUCTUATING WATER SUPPLY TEMPERATURES
AND PRESSURE LEVELS
With SMA, TOTO can ensure reliability
where you need it most: SMA maintains
a constant water temperature despite
fluctuating water supply temperatures
and pressure levels resulting from water being used elsewhere in the home.
The result is a water temperature you
can rely on, whether you’re in the
shower or washing your hands, without
having to adjust it manually.
Advantages: Constant, comfortable
temperature, reduces water consumption

ECOCAP
FULLER AERATED WATER STREAM
EcoCap allows you to wash your hands
with a clean conscience, as this intelligent
TOTO technology significantly reduces
water consumption.
Here’s how it works: Mixing air with water
can reduce consumption without any loss
in stream volume.

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST

Advantages: Easy to use, reduced physical contact, no external power supply,
little energy required

CF

There are two types of SelfPower faucets
available: with an external control unit
or all hardware integrated into the faucet itself.

LUMINIST

A generator converts the energy from
the flowing water to supply the sensor
with electricity. In turn, the integrated
sensor registers the motion of hands
to measure exactly how long the water
should flow.

WASHLET

The sensor-powered no-touch faucets
featuring SelfPower technology have
their own integrated hydroelectric
generator. These faucets generate their
own power from the flowing water. As a
result, they do not need to be connected
to electricity. These faucets combine
two technologies in one:
A microsensor at the tip of the spout –
one of the smallest in the world – regulates the flow of water. In addition, the
energy required for the sensor is generated by the faucet itself.

SHOWERS

SELFPOWER
SENSOR-ACTIVATED FAUCET
THAT CREATES ITS OWN POWER SUPPLY

Advantages: Fuller, satisfying water
stream, reduces water consumption

AUTO FAUCETS

EcoCap enables full flow rates with just
3.6 litres of water.
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WASHBASIN TECHNOLOGIES
CEFIONTECT
SPECIAL HYGIENIC GLAZE
FOR SMOOTH CERAMIC SURFACES
Our special CeFiONtect glaze is applied
to all TOTO ceramics, ensuring a longlasting shine, and most importantly,
exceptional hygiene, as it’s nearly impossible for dirt and mould to stick to the
surface.
This extremely smooth glaze is redefining cleanliness and hygiene on ceramic
surfaces. Though invisible to the naked
eye, the ridges of untreated ceramic
surfaces appear like small mountain
ranges under the microscope.

No matter how often you clean them,
bacteria build up in the minute crevices
of the uneven surface. However, our
CeFiONtect glaze creates a smooth surface so that dirt has nothing to hold
on to. The special CeFiONtect glaze is
applied to the surface before the firing
process and is extremely hard-wearing,
thus ensuring natural long-lasting surface protection and cleanliness.
Hygiene comes as standard in every
TOTO bathroom.
Advantages: Easier to clean, dirtresistant, minimises the amount of toilet
cleaner required

NEOREST

The durability of this material also
makes it easy to repair. Scratches can
be polished away with ease.
Advantages: Attractive appearance,
extremely durable, long-lasting

MH

TOTO created an exceptional epoxy resin
material: The translucent LUMINIST has
a soft, silky texture, but it is extremely
durable and heat-resistant. LUMINIST
washbasins and bathtubs are extremely
long-lasting. LUMINIST can also be used
in combination with LEDs, enabling you
to use light as a design element in your
bathroom.

SG

LUMINIST
TRANSLUCENT EPOXY RESIN MATERIAL

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

In fact, it’s even used in aircraft con
struction. Scratch-resistant and highly
durable, LUMINIST can withstand temperatures of up to 360 °C.
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HYDROTECT
HYDROTECT
MORE THAN JUST TILES:
ANTIBACTERIAL AND ANTIVIRAL
SURFACES FOR HYGIENIC
BATHROOMS.
TOTO’s Hydrotect technology ensures
the greatest possible hygiene – and
not just for toilet bowls. HYDROTECTcoated tiles and ceramic plates have
antibacterial and antiviral properties,
ensuring long-lasting hygiene in
frequently used bathrooms.
ANTIBACTERIAL AND ANTIVIRAL
This special hybrid coating activates
oxygen and also contains active metals
that combat bacteria, viruses and even
unpleasant odours. TOTO develops
products in collaboration with our
partners Casalgrande Padana, Grespania and Laminam, which ensure clean,
hygienic surfaces in private and public
washrooms.

AUTO FAUCETS

SHOWERS

WASHLET

LUMINIST

CF

NC

MH

SG

NEOREST
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BATH CULTURE
FROM JAPAN.
THAT IS TOTO.
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WHERE INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY MEETS
EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN.
TOTO IS JAPAN’S LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF
CERAMIC SANITARYWARE,
AND HAS BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT OF DEVELOPMENTS IN BATHROOM
CULTURE EVER SINCE ITS
ESTABLISHMENT IN 1917.
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LOOKING
BACK

1923

1917

1946

1917

1923

1946

The company is established by Kazuchika
Okura under the name of TOYO TOKI
Co. Ltd., which is later renamed TOTO.
Five years previously, in 1912, Okura
had set up a laboratory to develop the
kind of sanitary ceramics that had become common in Europe and America.
Ironically, considering how sophisticated Japanese bathroom culture is today,
wooden toilet bowls were still prevalent
and there was no sewage system. With
its first sales, Okura’s company begins
challenging accepted notions of cleanliness, something that TOTO continues
to do today.

The Great Kanto Earthquake strikes,
devastating Tokyo. A sewage system
is built during the reconstruction and
the demand for sanitary ware grows
rapidly.

After World War II, TOTO begins to
manufacture metal fittings and faucets
as well as ceramics. Ever since, innovation in the field of precision machining
technology has gone hand-in-hand with
developments in the firing and casting
of sanitary ware as two of TOTO’s core
businesses.

1964

1977

1980

1964

1977

1980

Japan is in the midst of its economic
miracle when it hosts the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics, and is enjoying the construction boom that accompanies it. TOTO is
again at the forefront of bathroom technology, developing the prefabrication
methods necessary to meet the need for
mass production, which saves time and
energy on construction. The modular
prefabricated bathrooms TOTO creates
for the 1,044 rooms in Tokyo’s Hotel
New Otani, opened for the Olympics,
show how the company has perfected
the combination of technology and
design.

TOTO‘s first overseas factory opens:
P.T. Surya TOTO Indonesia.

TOTO launches the WASHLET, providing consumers with a whole new level
of cleanliness and comfort. It quickly
becomes a Japanese cultural and commercial sensation.
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1981

1990

1993

1998

1981

1993

1998

Following in the wake of the WASHLET,
TOTO starts moving its advanced technology into other products by introducing high-end modular kitchens.

The launch of the NEOREST toilet
brings about the fullest realisation yet
of the principle of Clean Technology,
incorporating the WASHLET and a
comprehensive range of TOTO’s innovations into a bathroom of the highest
aesthetic and performance quality.

TOTO launches HYDROTECT, a patented photocatalytic technology. The material’s surface self-cleans and breaks
down pollutants in the air, making it
ideal for external use. Easy to clean,
it eliminates odours and bacteria –
making it ideal for internal use, too.

1990
TOTO begins trading in the USA, having already extended into Indonesia,
Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, and Hong
Kong. TOTO expands its business into
China in 1994.

2006

2010

2009

2013

2006

2009

2013

The TOTO Universal Design Research
Centre is built. Its purpose is to create
new products through an extensive
process of customer dialogue and
feedback.

TOTO launches in Europe at the ISH
Exhibition in Frankfurt, 10 – 14 March.

TOTO launches the first self-cleaning
WASHLET at the ISH Exhibition in
Frankfurt

2010
TOTO opens its first showroom
in Europe, in London.
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